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Abstract 
 

The subject of Embedded Measurement Systems (EMS) is the merging of embedded systems and 

electrical measurement systems. This indicates that EMSs are hardware-software systems dedicated to 

measuring one or a few physical quantities. Applications are numerous; EMSs measure the 

temperature in refrigerators, freezers, irons, ovens and automobile combustion engines, they sense 

vibrations in tilt alarms and game consoles, they measure airflow in engines and ventilation systems, 

they measure shock impact in crash detectors and are used as shock and temperature loggers for 

transport goods, they measure air pressure in airplane cabins, humidity in air-conditioned 

environments, they measure liquid levels in fuel tanks, they detect smoke in fire alarms, they measure 

the viscosity of lubricant oil in engines, they measure the rotation speed of spinning wheels (in any 

engine), they measure torque in engines and are used as heart rate and ECG detectors in medicine etc.  

The commercial demand for ever cheaper products and worldwide environmental legislations force 

vendors to continuously look for more cost-efficient and less power-consuming solutions for their 

embedded measurement systems. This thesis is concerned most of all with the implementation of cost-

efficient/low-power measurement systems in embedded controllers. This includes some novel ideas in 

voltage, time and resistance measurements with embedded controllers and it will demonstrate how 

these quantities, analog in nature, can be measured accurately and precisely by inherently digital 

embedded controllers. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Microcontroller, measurement system, direct sensor-to-controller, time-to-digital 

converter, phase detector, lock-in amplifier. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

“Embedded Measurement Systems” is the merging of electrical measurement 

systems and embedded systems, i.e. how to use embedded digital systems like 

microcontrollers and programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) in automatic and 

computerized measurement systems. Microcontrollers have been used in 

measurement systems ever since the first microcontroller was introduced by Intel in 

1976 (Askdefine, 2011) and are used extensively in measurement applications today. 

They are used to measure anything from the heart rate of athletes and water 

temperature in washing machines to the speed of air planes and depth of submarines. 

However, the worldwide increasing focus on environmental problems, energy 

consumption and cost reductions, forces designers of embedded measurement 

systems to continuously look for more cost-efficient and less energy consuming 

solutions. 

The increasing demand for low-cost solutions also make embedded measurement 

systems interesting for “very-low SNR” (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) applications, since 

the cost of an embedded solution typically falls much below the cost of a commercial 

desktop instrument. 

This thesis is mainly concerned with improved methods for embedded 

measurement systems in terms of cost and energy consumption and in terms of 

improved algorithms for signal recovery in noisy environments. 

In this thesis I will most of all present some new (embedded) solutions for a few 

typical measurement applications that improve the overall system’s performance in 

terms of cost, energy consumption and signal recovering capability. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 I will define some 

basic concepts. Chapter 3 will treat analog interfacing to embedded systems with 
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traditional analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). Chapter 4 treats “direct” interfacing 

of sensors to controllers, i.e. I will describe how sensors can be interfaced to 

controllers without using an ADC. Chapter 5 is concerned with “quasi” digital 

signals. It turns out that time can be measured more accurately than voltage and if we 

can transform the sensor signal into a time variation, we can measure it more 

accurately (and precise). Hence, chapter 5 describes in detail how time can be 

measured accurately in embedded systems. Chapter 6 describes the important phase 

locking technique and how it can be implemented in an embedded system and 

chapter 7 concludes this thesis.  

Finally, appendix A describes the peer-reviewed papers that this thesis is based 

on. 
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Chapter 2 

Definition of Concepts 

2.1 Measure/Measurement 

It is not exactly clarified where the word “measure” comes from originally. The 

oldest known candidates are the French word “mesure”, the Latin word “mensura” 

and the Greek word “metron” which are all translated to “measure”. The use of the 

English word “measure” has been traced back to the 13
th

 century (Merriam-Webster 

Dictionary, 2011).  

In this thesis, the verb “measure” is defined as the process of experimentally 

determining the magnitude of a physical quantity such a temperature or acceleration. 

 

2.2 Measurement Systems 

A “measurement system” is the hardware and/or software necessary to measure 

the magnitude of the quantity of interest. It may be mechanical, electrical or a hybrid. 

A mercury barometer is a mechanical measurement system, while a digital multi 

meter (DMM) is an electrical measurement system. An integrated MEMS-

accelerometer (MicroElectroMechanical System) is an example of a hybrid system.  

This thesis is concerned entirely with electrical measurement systems, and to be 

precise, it will focus mostly on those measurement systems that take more or less 

advantage of embedded systems, such as microcontrollers, CPLDs (Complex 

Programmable Logic Devices) or FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) in the 

design of the measurement system.  

Electrical measurement systems may vary considerably in design and several 

general models have been suggested (Bentley, 1995; Doeblin, 1990; Bengtsson, 

2012a), but they mostly differ in sense of details. For example, Bentley (1995) 

suggests the following model: 
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Fig 2.1 General measurement system structure (Bentley, 1995) 

 

As indicated in figure 2.1, the measurement system’s purpose is to produce an 

estimator x̂ , of the true value x. The estimator is characterized by its accuracy and its 

precision. If it is accurate, the average value of the measurements is close to the true 

value. If it is precise, the spread of the measured values is small. This is illustrated in 

figure 2.2 (Lean Six Sigma, 2011). Hence, the accuracy is xx ˆ−  and the precision is 

proportional to the standard deviation of the samples, x̂σ . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.2 Accuracy vs precision (Lean Six Sigma, 2011) 

2.3 Signal Conditioning 

All measurement systems start with a sensor or a “sensing element”, as indicated 

in figure 2.1. A sensor translates a variation in a physical quantity into a variation in 

some electrical quantity. For example, a Resistive Thermal Device (RTD), like a Pt-

100 element, changes its resistance when the temperature changes. Sensors are active 

or passive depending on whether or not they need external power support or not. The 

electrical quantity that varies in a passive sensor is resistance, capacitance or 

inductance, while active sensors generate an emf (thermo couples), a charge (piezo 

crystals) or a current (PIN diodes). Active sensors transform physical energy into 

electrical energy. 

The final destination of a measured estimator (a “sample”) is almost always a 

computer. The analog sample is transformed into a “computer-friendly” digital 

format by an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). This process is also called 

quantization. A typical ADC used in a measurement system, is only capable of 

transforming a voltage into digital form. If the electrical quantity of the sensor that 
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changes with the physical quantity is resistance (or anything else but voltage), the 

sensor cannot be directly connected to the ADC. The word “transducer” is often used 

as a synonym to “sensor”, but “sensor” really refers to the device, while “transducer” 

refers to the principle involved (Unknown, 2007). 

It is the signal conditioning electronics that adapt the sensor signal to the ADC 

(Bentley, 1995; Bengtsson, 2012a). In most systems, the signal conditioning also 

amplifies/attenuates the sensor signal in order to adapt the signal to the ADC’s range. 

A typical ADC can handle voltages in the range of 0 – 5 volts. If the temperature 

range of interest is −10 to +80 °C, then the signal conditioning electronics should 

produce a voltage varying linearly from 0 to +5 volts when the temperature varies 

from −10 to +80 °C. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.3 Signal conditioning 

2.4 Signal Acquisition 

If we take a closer look at the process of getting the physical quantity (the 

temperature in figure 2.3) into the computer, there are a few more steps than 

indicated in figure 2.3. In particular, the “ADC” block contains more than just an 

ADC. 

First of all, before the signal may be sampled, it must be filtered. The rate at 

which the ADC converts values into digital form is the sampling rate, fS, [S/s] and 

according to the Nyquist sampling theorem (Nyquist, 1928), all signals sampled must 

have a frequency (or “bandwidth”) less than fS/2, or aliasing will occur which will 

corrupt the signal (Proakis and Manolakis, 1992). The filter that prevents this from 

happening is called an anti-aliasing filter (AA) and is a low-pass filter with a cut-off 

frequency of fS /2 (or less). 

Secondly, the sensor signal is typically very small compared to the ADC’s range 

and an amplifier is used to amplify the signal. By using the ADC’s entire dynamic 

range, the resolution increases.  

Next, the ADC needs some time to perform the conversion of the signal into a 

digital number. During this time, the ADC input signal should be kept constant. This 
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is the task of the sample-and-hold unit preceding the ADC. It consists of a switch, a 

capacitor and a voltage follower, see figure 2.4. The switch is closed during 

“sampling” while the capacitor is charged to the signal voltage level. When the 

switch opens, the capacitor and the voltage follower “holds” the signal level constant 

during the digital conversion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.4 Sample-and-hold circuit (the signal is discretized by sampling) 

 

The entire process of filtering, amplifying, sampling and quantization is a 

necessary part of any electrical measurement system and Carley (1987) introduced 

the name Data Acquisition for this chain of electronics (in most literature abbreviated 

to just DAQ). 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.5 The data acquisition chain (according to Carley, 1987) 

 

2.5 Microcontroller 

A “microcontroller” (µC or MCU) is a single integrated chip that contains all 

necessary hardware in order to operate as a stand-alone computer (Wikipedia_1, 

2011). Compared to a “microprocessor” (µP), that only contains the CPU, a µC 

contains both data (RAM) and program memory (flash) and some I/O hardware 

(counters, ADC, serial ports etc).  

A µC is designed to operate in an embedded system, while a µP typically is the 

central unit in a general-purpose computer. µCs are more compact and cost effective 

while µPs are more flexible (Arnold, 2004). Architecture-wise, µP and µC designs 

have migrated into two characteristic implementations. µPs typically have a von 

Neumann architecture where data memory and program memory share the same data 

bus lines, while µCs are typically designed with Harvard architecture where data and 

program memory are physically separated in hardware. 
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Fig 2.6 A microcontroller is a single-chip computer 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.7 von Neumann vs Harvard architecture in computer design (Arnold, 2004) 

 

The main advantage of the Harvard architecture is speed. The architecture allows 

pre-fetching of instructions; since the data and memory busses are separated, the next 

instruction can be fetched simultaneously as the previous instruction is still under 

execution. This technique is used to the extreme in modern pipelined 32-bit 

controller architectures such as MIPS and ARM. The advantage of the von Neumann 

architecture is silicon area (or compactness): since all memory shares the same 

physical hardware bus lines, the silicon area requirement is minimized at 

implementation. 

The first microcontroller, the 8048, was designed by Intel and released in 1976 

(Askdefine, 2011) and was designed to operate in the Korg Trident game console.  

Since then, several manufacturers have developed their own portfolio of 8-, 16- and 

32-bit microcontrollers and shipped billions of microcontroller chips to vendors of 

digital electronics. One of the major suppliers of microcontrollers, Microchip, has 

shipped over 6 billion controllers by 2011 (Direct Industry, 2011) and STC ships 

over 100 million 8051 chips annually (Microcontroller, 2011). This is used for 

example in tire pressure monitors, where the controllers are necessarily powered by a 

battery that needs to last during the tire’s entire life cycle, since the battery is not 

easily replaced (Lourens and Kell, 2004). 
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2.6 Embedded Systems 

An “Embedded System” is a computer system where the software is encapsulated 

by the hardware it controls (Baskiyar, 2002) and should be able to run autonomously, 

without human interaction (Timmerman et al, 1998). Embedded systems are 

designed to do one task only (or a few) and for this reason the name “Dedicated 

systems” have been suggested by Timmerman et al (1998), but it’s the name 

“Embedded” that is the most widely accepted name today. 

The impact of embedded systems has been tremendous, much like the impact of 

the Otto engine, radio waves or the Wright brothers’ flying machine. Embedded 

systems are used in a wide variety of applications, including anything from tooth 

brushes and athletes’ heart rate monitors to satellites, space shuttles and nuclear 

plants. An average home in the developed world has two general-purpose computers 

but 20-30 embedded computers. A car alone may have 30-50 embedded systems. 

The automotive industry is one of the areas where the embedded technology has been 

widely embraced. 1/3 of the overall cost of producing a vehicle is spent on 

electronics and 1/3 of all semiconductors in a car/truck/bus are microcontrollers 

(Aroca and Caurin, 2009). 

As for most of today’s electronic inventions, they were originally driven by the 

American space and military programs. In particular, it was two simultaneous 

projects that were the driving forces in the development of the first embedded 

systems: The Apollo space project and the inter-continental Minuteman missile 

system (Wikipedia_2, 2011). The first “embedded” system is attributed to the Apollo 

Guidance Computer system (AGC) in 1961 and shortly after the Minuteman missiles 

were provided with a similar system. The computer in these systems was 

implemented using integrated logic gates only. 

The Apollo/Minuteman projects are excellent examples of how space and military 

projects may spin off and provide technology for civil products. Before the 

Apollo/Minuteman projects started, the cost of an integrated NOR-gate was 

$1000/gate. The mass production of integrated circuits for the Apollo/Minuteman 

projects reduced the integrated NOR-gate price to only $3/gate in only a few years, 

which was an absolutely necessary condition in order for private vendors to start 

developing civil products based on integrated digital electronics.  

Today, the development is not primarily driven by space and military projects. 

Entertainment industry, personal computers and private communication equipment 

have inherited the roll of being the leading driving force in electronics and computer 

industry. Game consoles, video games, animated film production and cell phones are 

examples of products that drive the development today. At the end of 2008 there 

were nearly 3 billion cell phones registered in the world, suggesting that 40 % of the 

world population uses cell phones
1
. In the developed world, the rate is close to 90 % 

1
At the end of 2011, 6 billion cell phones were registered (UN Telecom Agency, 2013) 
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(GS1 Mobile Com, 2008).  (This is far more than the people who uses computers to 

access the Internet.)  

Also, during the last decade, environmental considerations have had an enormous 

impact on the power consumption of embedded systems. For example, Microchip 

uses “nanoWatt XLP” (eXtreme Low Power) technology that consumes only 20 nA 

in sleep mode and can run on a single battery for more than 20 years (Microchip, 

2011). 

 

 

Fig 2.8 Launching of a Minuteman-III missile  

(http://en.wikipedia.org /wiki/LGM30_ Minuteman) 

 

2.7 Embedded Measurement Systems (EMS) 

From the definitions above, we are now able to define an “Embedded 

Measurement System”, EMS. An EMS is a measurement system and hence, contains 

all of the electronics in figure 2.3, including the DAQ electronics in figure 2.5. 

However, in order to be “embedded”, there are a few more things to fulfill. First of 

all, the “computer” is a microcontroller (or an FPGA/CPLD). Secondly, all the 

electronics, except perhaps for the sensor element, should be contained on the same 

pcb (printed circuit board). It may, or may not, operate as a client, transferring data to 

a host via some communication link, where the host is typically a Windows PC. It 

may, or may not, be a node in a smart sensor network, like CAN, Ethernet or Zigbee. 

Referring back to Baskiyar’s (2002) and Timmerman’s (1998) definitions of 

embedded systems, we define an embedded measurement system as follows: 
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An Embedded Measurement System (EMS) is an electrical 

measurement system consisting of a combination of hardware and 

software which creates a dedicated measurement system that performs 

specific, pre-defined measurements and which is encapsulated by the 

hardware it controls.  

 

2.8 Interfacing Sensors to Microcontrollers 

This thesis is mainly concerned with the problem of interfacing the (analog) 

sensing element to the (digital) microcontroller. A large number of interfacing 

techniques have been developed. The large variety of interfacing methods is 

motivated by the fact that different applications have different priorities. Depending 

on the application and the environment in which the EMS is intended to operate in, 

there are several different parameters to optimize the design on. These parameters 

include for example (BiPOM, 2006): cost, size, weight, power consumption, 

reliability, availability and manufacturability.  

 

2.9 Software/firmware 

In the embedded community, the programs that run the embedded device are 

sometimes referred to as “software” and sometimes referred to as “firmware”. 

Originally, “firmware” was used to refer to programs “not easily” changed, such as 

microcontrollers’ programs stored in flash memory. They can be updated, but not 

easily. Software, on the other hand, is programs that are written to run under an 

operating system (such as Windows) and can easily be changed. Firmware changes 

may require hardware changes (or, at least you need detailed knowledge about the 

hardware before you mess with the firmware). Software can typically be manipulated 

without any major knowledge about the hardware. In EMS, “firmware” would most 

likely be the correct term to use when referring to the programs running the devices. 

However, today most microcontrollers are equipped with program memory in flash 

technology that is readily re-programmed and the trend is that “firmware” and 

“software” are used interchangeably and many users use them as synonyms. In this 

thesis we will be using both expressions as synonyms. 
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Chapter 3 

Interfacing analog signals 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I will present the most common ways of interfacing a sensor/sensor 

signal to a µC; by using an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC).  

The most obvious (and most used) way to interface an analog sensor signal (or the 

signal produced by the signal conditioning unit) is to simply use a µC with an 

integrated ADC. Every µC manufacturer provides controllers with an ADC interface. 

ADCs come basically in one of three different designs; dual slopes (integrating), 

successive approximation (SAR) or flash (parallel). Dual slope ADCs have very high 

resolution but are too slow for most embedded measurement systems (EMS) 

(Bengtsson, 2012a). They are mainly used in digital multi meters (DMMs) where 

speed is not an issue. Flash ADCs are very fast, but they are the most component-

intensive of all ADC designs and the silicon area they require for implementation is 

exponentially proportional to the resolution (number of bits), and the resolution of a 

realistic-size flash ADC is usually not good enough for EMSs or they require too 

large silicon area to be integrated on a µC chip. That leaves us with SAR (Successive 

Approximation Register) ADCs; almost all µCs with an ADC interface use a SAR 

implementation. 

There are other kinds of ADCs too. First of all we have the Σ∆ ADCs (“sigma-

delta”), and I will treat them in detail in this chapter. However, they are mostly 

implemented in digital signal processors (DSPs), but they can be implemented in 

typical non-dsp EMSs in a software/hardware combination with only a few external 

passive components (Peter et al, 1998; Soldera et al, 2005; STIMicroelectronics, 

2008). They are gaining in popularity and are actually easy to implement in EMSs 

with only a few external passive components. 
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There are also “half flash” and “pipelined ADCs” (MAXIM, 2001a), but they are 

really just flash ADCs implemented in several sequential stages in order to reduce 

the number of required components (Bengtsson, 2012a).  

Some ADCs need digital-to-analog converters (DACs), but DACs will not be 

covered in this thesis, see for example Socher (2012) and Wenn (2007) for a 

microcontroller implementation of a DAC. 

 

3.2 ADC theory 

3.2.1 The history of SAR ADCs 

The SAR algorithm itself dates back to the 16
th

 century and was presented as a 

solution to a popular mathematical problem: How to determine the weight of an 

object on a balancing scale using as few iterations as possible. In 1556, 

mathematician Tartaglia proposed a solution algorithm that would be implemented in 

millions of electronic chips more than 400 years later (Kester, 2004). 

Tartaglia suggested that you use a number of counter-weights whose individual 

weights are “doubled”, see figure 3.1. 

Tartaglia was able to prove that the fastest way to do the measurement was to start 

with the heaviest counter-weight, keep it if the scale doesn’t tip over, and then 

add/remove the weights in weight-order, the lightest one last. If the scale tips over 

for any new weight added, it is removed from the scale. This is exactly the SAR 

algorithm used in modern embedded systems to perform analog-to-digital 

conversion; the algorithm itself though, is by no means a “modern” invention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1 Tartaglia’s weighting algorithm 
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The pioneering development of SAR ADCs for use in electronic computer 

systems took place in the late 1940s to early 1950s. Schelleng (1946) and Goodall 

(1947) both developed SAR ADC prototypes for use in telephone and 

communication systems, but it was Bernard Gordon at Epsco Engineering who 

designed the first commercial SAR ADC with an R-2R DAC (see section 3.2.8) 

(Gordon and Talambiras, 1955). It was an 11-bit ADC sampling at 50 kS/s, build 

with vacuum tubes. It weighted 68 kilograms and consumed no less than 500 Watts, 

see figure 3.2. 

 

         

Fig 3.2 Gordon’s “DATRAK” (Gordon and Talambiras, 1955) 

3.2.2 Quantization and quantization noise 

First of all, by an “analog” signal, we really mean a time-continuous function 

where, unless otherwise indicated, the vertical axis is in volts [V]. Secondly, by 

“digital” we mean “integer”. The sample-and-hold circuit discretizes the time-

continuous signal. The range of the sample-and-hold produced voltages is still a 

continuum. The ADC digitizes these samples in the sense that it translates the sample 

into an integer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.3 The ADC digitizes the samples (Bengtsson, 2012a) 

From: Analogic Corporation 
8 Centennial Drive 
Peabody, MA 01960 

http://www.analogic.com 
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An n-bit ADC with a reference voltage of U, has a voltage resolution of ∆U= U/2
n
 

(= 19.53 mV for an 8-bit ADC with U = +5.00 volts). An ADC produces a correct 

rounding to the nearest integer of the following expression: 

( )( )
U

nAin

∆

 sample

 

Hence, the continuous sample value 2.397338662… V, will generate the integer 

210110111123
...01953.0

....397338662.2
===outD

 

Notice that all samples in the range 

V ..009766.0...40234375.2
2

1
123 ±=∆⋅±∆⋅ UU

 

will result in exactly the same integer from the ADC. Hence, there will be a certain 

amount of uncertainty in the sample estimation calculated by the computer. This 

uncertainty is referred to as the quantization uncertainty and is an inherent property 

of any ADC. The quantization uncertainty is 

( )3.1      LSB
2

1

222

1

2

1

1
±=±=⋅±=∆±

+n

ref

n

ref UU
U

 

where ”LSB” stands for Least Significant Bit. Expression (3.1) is referred to as the 

quantization noise and if the input swing is large enough, it may be considered to be 

a uniformly distributed stochastic variable. 

We will consider the ADC integer output to be an estimator of the sample: 

( )2.3ˆ  :estimateComputer UDA utin ∆⋅=
 

We will treat this as a point estimation of the input sample Ain. Then this is a 

stochastic variable with a uniform distribution, whose range is (Dout ± ½)·∆U. We 

can then use the following model in figure 3.4,  where the ADC produces an estimate 

with some noise (corresponding to the quantization uncertainty). 

We can also study the quantization noise by adding a digital-to-analog converter 

(DAC), see figure 3.5. 
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Fig 3.4 ADC model, 
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Fig 3.5 Quantization noise 

In figure 3.6 we have plotted the quantization noise in the same diagram as a 

sinusoidal input signal Ain(t) for an 8-bit ADC with a reference voltage of +5 volts. 

From figure 3.6 we can see that the size of the quantization noise will mark the limit 

of how small signals we’re able to detect with an n-bit ADC with reference voltage 

Uref. This thesis will later illustrate how the ADC resolution can be improved beyond 

this limit. 

 

Fig 3.6 The quantization noise  

 

3.2.3 Equivalent Number of Bits 

The uncertainty of the output of an n-bit ADC is ±1/2 LSB = ±∆U/2. For 

(continuous) signal levels >> q, the uncertainty can be represented by a uniformly 

distributed random variable, whose variance represents the noise power: 

AD Computer 
Ain 

Dout 

Ain 

q 

+ Ain 

Ain= Dout·∆U 

AD DA 
Ain 

Dout 

Ain 

q(t) + + 

− 
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( )3.3
12

...
1 22

2

22 U
dxx

U
P

U

U
qN

∆
==

∆
== ∫

∆+

∆−

σ  

The ADC’s signal range is 0 – 2
n
∆U. A full scale sine wave would have an 

amplitude of UUA
nn ∆=∆= −1

2
1 22  and its power is 

( ) ( )4.32
8

1
2

2

1

2

1

2

22212
2

UUA
A

P
nn

S ∆=∆==







= −  

Hence, the signal-to-(quantization)noise ratio is 

( ) ( )3.5dB76.102.623log10log220
2

3
2log10log10SNR 2 +=⋅+⋅=








⋅⋅=⋅= nn

P

P n

N

s

 

For a non-perfect ADC, the SNR may be less than this. For example, from 

equation (3.1), we see that the reference voltage must be stable on a level less than 

∆U or Uref will contribute to less resolution. However, as we will see later, there are 

some tricks that will increase the SNR too.  

Equation (3.5) is the SNR when we consider the quantization noise only. In a real 

system, other noise sources and signal distortions will decrease the SNR. This comes 

from converter nonlinearities, reference voltage noise, clock jitter, signal harmonics 

generated by the system’s nonlinearities etc (Girard, 2011). All these contributions 

will degrade the system’s effective resolution. 

If we solve for n in (3.5) and replace the “q-based” SNR with the “real” SNR, we 

get the Equivalent Number of Bits (or Effective Number of Bits) (ENOB), of the 

system: 

( )3.6bits
02.6

76.1SNR
ENOB

−
=  

(ENOB is not necessarily an integer.) 

 

3.2.4 Oversampling 

In order to avoid aliasing, a signal with bandwidth fb has to be sampled at a rate 

corresponding to twice the bandwidth of the signal (Nyquist, 1928; Shannon, 1949): 

( )7.32 bS ff ⋅>  
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In most digital measurement systems the signal is sampled faster than the 

Nyquist/Shannon limit in (3.7). The quotient fS/2fb is called the oversampling rate 

(OSR): 

( )8.3
2

OSR
b

S

f

f
=  

Apart from the obvious reason to get a better representation of the signal in time 

space, oversampling has other advantages too. In expression (3.3) we found that the 

quantization noise power is ∆U
2
/12. For a quantized signal sampled at fS, all of its 

quantization noise is folded into the frequency range 0−fS/2 (Hauser, 1991; Jarman, 

1995). Hence, the spectral density of the quantization noise is 

( )9.3
Hz

W2

122

12 22







⋅

∆
=

∆
=

SS f

U

f

U
p  

The noise power in the frequency range of interest (i.e. the noise within the signal 

bandwidth) is p·fb: 

( )10.3
OSR

1

12

2

12

22

⋅
∆

=⋅
∆

=⋅=
U

f

fU
fpp

S

b
bb  

and we see that the noise power within the signal bandwidth decreases with the 

oversampling rate. Hence, oversampling is advantageous from a signal-to-noise ratio 

point of view. This is true for any ADC. This is illustrated in figure 3.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.7  The quantization noise power is spread homogenously across the interval 0 – fS/2  (Hauser, 1991) 

Quantization 
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According to Hauser (1991), the SNR of a full-scale sinusoidal oversampled by a 

factor of K is improved from expression (3.5) to 

( )3.11log10dB76.102.6SNR Kn ⋅++=   

or, if we express the oversampling rate in octaves L (K = 2
L
), we get 

( ) ( )3.12dB76.15.002.6SNR +⋅+= Ln  

(3.12) indicates that an oversampling ADC produces an SNR that corresponds to 

the SNR of an (n+0.5·L)-bit conventional ADC sampling at the Nyquist rate. For 

example, an 8-bit ADC oversampling by a factor of 64 (=2
6
=4×4×4) will only 

produce quantization noise corresponding to that of an 11-bit conventional, Nyquist-

sampling ADC (i.e. quantization noise within the signal bandwidth). 

Oversampling is advantageous also from another point of view; the anti-aliasing 

filter requirements are considerably relaxed. Consider the signal with amplitude 

spectrum as in figure 3.8. 

If we sampled this signal with a sample rate of exactly fS = 2fb, the sampled 

signal’s amplitude spectrum would be periodic with period f = fS (Bengtsson, 2012a; 

Proakis and Manolakis, 1992) as illustrated in figure 3.9. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.8  An analog signal with bandwidth fb 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.9  The periodic amplitude spectrum of a sampled signal  

| X(f) | 

f fb 

| X(f) | 
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Required anti-alias filter 
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The anti-aliasing filter for this system should be a low-pass filter with a Bode 

diagram such that it allows all signals with frequencies up to fb to pass without 

distortion and signals with frequencies above fb = fS/2 should be attenuated 

completely. From figure 3.9 it is obvious that this filter must have a very steep roll-

off (infinitely steep, actually) and that indicates a very high-order filter. High roll-off 

filters typically have non-linear phase characteristics (Lynn and Fuerst, 1998; 

Svärdström, 1999) and hence signals within the bandwidth are most likely distorted 

in high-order filters. High-order filters are also complicated to design. 

However, suppose instead that we oversample the signal. Then the sampled signal 

will have the spectrum in figure 3.10. 

From figure 3.10 it is obvious that the anti-aliasing requirements can be relaxed 

considerably; the necessary roll-off is reduced and if the OSR is large enough, a first-

order passive RC-filter may be all we need. 

To summarize: Oversampling has so many advantages that it is used in all 

systems where it is possible (i.e. where the ADC and the signal bandwidth allow it). 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.10  Spectrum of oversampled signal 

 

 

3.2.5 Oversampling and averaging as a means for improving resolution 

Assumptions: A 10-bit ADC samples a high-resolution temperature sensor at a 

rate of 5 S/s and has a reference voltage of Uref = +5 volts; the resolution of 10 bits 

corresponds to a voltage resolution of 5/1024 = 4.88 mV. However, let’s say that the 

particular application would really need a resolution of 1.0 mV. 

A resolution of 1.0 mV corresponds to  

..2877.125000log100.1
2

5
2

3 =≥⇒⋅≤ −
n

n
 

i.e. we need a resolution of 13 bits. From equation (3.12) we see that this corresponds 

to an oversampling rate of  

| X(f) | 

f fb fS = 

100fb 

fS/2 

Required anti-alias filter 
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( ) OSR642octaves6135.010 6 ===⇒=⇒=⋅+ KLL  

Hence, if we oversample the 10-bit ADC by a factor of 64 (64⋅5 = 320 S/s), the in-

band quantization noise equals that of a 13-bit ADC. However, the ADC still 

produces only a 10 bit result.   

If we accumulate all 64 (2
6
) 10-bit samples (with OSR = 64), we get a 10+6 = 16 

bit number. Dividing this by 8 (2
3
) (right-shift by three), we get our 13-bit samples 

which is the resolution we were looking for. This process is called filtering and 

decimation. 

An excellent and instructional article about improving ADC resolution has been 

published by Silicon Laboratories (Silicon, 2009). In this work they state that for the 

above method to work, the overall noise distribution must be Gaussian (white) and 

have an rms that exceeds the ADC resolution (or is at least of the same order), which 

may not be true in “few-bit” ADCs (8-bits) where the resolution is poor enough to 

have all samples end up in the same histogram bin. I will comment more on that in 

the next section. 

In the example above we increased the resolution from 10 to 13 bits, in other 

words, we inserted eight new levels into each quantization level in the 10-bit system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.11 Interpolation 

 

This is sometimes referred to as “interpolation” since we are able to read values 

between the original 10-bit levels. 

It should also be emphasized that this resolution enhancement comes with a price; 

the oversampling and extra calculations required reduce the CPU throughput (the 

CPU bandwidth) (Silicon, 2009). 

 

10-bit ADC 13-bit ADC 

∆U ∆U 
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3.2.6 Dithering 

Improving ENOB by oversampling and averaging only works when the ADC 

noise is (at least approximately) Gaussian (Candy and Themes, 1992; Lis, 1995). It 

may still work for non-Gaussian distributions but may be less efficient (Silicon, 

2009). 

In fact, some applications intentionally inject noise into the process to create the 

perfect noise distribution. This is called dithering
1
. For some more detailed 

references on the theory of dithering, see for example Kester (2006) or Schuchman 

(1964). Here I will only introduce the basic ideas of dithering by summarizing some 

parts of a work by Pohlmann (2005): 

During the second World War, airplane bombers were controlled by mechanical 

“computers” and engineers were puzzled by the fact that the airplanes seemed to 

perform so much better when actually flying then what was indicated by test results 

in laboratory environments. They decided that this was due to the vibrations induced 

(by the airplane’s engine) into the mechanical control system; this was beneficial 

since it helped reduce the errors caused by “sticky” moving parts. Because of the 

motor vibrations (the “noise”), the mechanical parts ran more smoothly without 

abrupt jerks.  

This is the first known example of how a system’s performance can be improved 

by noise injection (dithering). However, in retrospect, as pointed out by Pohlmann 

(2005), dithering has been used for decades by engineers; every time you tap on a 

mechanical meter in order to increase its accuracy, you do dithering! 

To no surprise, dithering can indeed also be used to improve the performance of 

ADCs. The “stickiness” corresponds to the quantization levels and inserting the right 

noise into the system corresponds to tapping on the meter. 

Suppose we have a 10-bit ADC with reference voltage +5 volts. An input DC 

voltage of 2.35700 volts will render a digital output number of 483 

(round(2.357/0.0048828)) and we estimate the input voltage to be 

 volts..358398.2
2

5
483

10
=⋅  

This corresponds to an error of 0.06%. If there is no noise in the system except for 

quantization noise, averaging multiple samples will not help to improve the accuracy 

of this estimation since the ADC would produce the number 483 every time. 

However, if we inject some noise into the system, normally distributed with zero 

mean and “sufficient” variance, the ADC digital output number would vary 

randomly with the same pdf (probability density function) as the noise but with a  

1
 “dither” = shiver, tremble; to act nervously or indecisively (Merrimam-Webster Dictionary) 
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mean that is centered on the true sample value. 

 

  

 

 

Fig 3.12 Adding noise can improve the accuracy 

Suppose we add zero mean Gaussian noise with a standard deviation equal to 

twice the size of the quantization noise (2·5/2
10

 ≈ 0.01 V) and take 200 samples of 

this “dithered” signal. This can be simulated in MATLAB: 

>> dith_signal=2.357+0.01*randn(1,200);  %generate 200 samples 

The ADC would divide these numbers by the ADC’s resolution and round the 

samples to the nearest integer: 

>> delta=5/1024;   %ADC resolution 

>> ADC_out=round(dith_signal/delta);  %ADC integers 

>> hist(ADC_out)   %plot histogram 

 

This would produce a histogram plot of the ADC’s output integers, see figure 

3.13. 

 

Fig 3.13 Histogram of dithered signal 

 

Analog in 

Gaussian 

noise 

+ ADC 
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Averaging these 200 samples and converting back to a voltage number gives us a 

new estimate of the input voltage level: 

>> mean(ADC_out)*delta 

ans = 

   2.356542968750000 

an error of only 0.02%. 

 

 

3.3 Σ∆ ADCs 

One of the first experiments reported in this thesis concerns the implementation of 

a Σ∆ ADC in a microcontroller and the theory of Σ∆ ADCs are covered in more 

detail. 

 

3.3.1 Background 

Σ∆ ADCs differ significantly from the other ADC techniques. The output of a 

conventional ADC like the SAR ADC, is always a numerical number (serial or 

parallel) representing the sample value. This is called pulse code modulation (PCM) 

(Beiss, 2007). A Σ∆ ADC can produce that too, but primarily it produces a pulse 

proportion modulated (PPM) signal (Beiss, 2007). This is a bitstream of 1s and 0s 

and the 1s’ density is proportional to the sample level. A post-processing, digital 

averaging filter will sample this bitstream and convert it into a conventional PCM 

number, but primarily Σ∆ ADCs produce a bit stream whose density of 1s is 

proportional to the input signal level. The advantage of Σ∆ ADCs is that the 

resolution is increased significantly, but this is at the expense of conversion speed; 

they are typically much slower than SAR ADCs (Soldera et al, 2005). 

A 1
st

 order Σ∆ ADC is illustrated in figure 3.14 (Jarman, 1995). If we disregard 

the digital filter for now, it has four components; an analog summing circuit, an 

integrator, a comparator and a 1-bit DAC. The output of the comparator will be a 

stream of logic 1s and 0s that will be sampled by the digital filter. The 1-bit DAC 

produces either +Uref or – Uref, depending on the comparator’s output. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.14  A first order Σ∆ ADC (Jarman, 1995) 
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The Σ∆ ADC has been described by several (Beiss, 2008; Hauser, 1991; Jarman, 

1995; MAXIM, 2003; Paikin, 2003; UBICOM, 2000; Vu, 2005; Wender and Ihme, 

2007) but my favorite is Kester (2009). The following description is mainly a 

summarizing of Kester’s (2009) outlining: 

The comparator’s output is fed back to the input summing circuit via the 1-bit 

DAC. Even though the 1-bit DAC output is always only +Uref or –Uref, the 

consequence of the negative feedback loop is that the average output of the DAC 

will equal Uin (= x). If the input signal level increases, so must the average value of 

the DAC output. Since the DAC output is generated by the 1s and 0s in the 

comparator’s bitstream output, the density of 1s in the bitstream will increase as the 

input signal level increases; the density of 1s in the comparator’s output will be 

proportional to the input signal level. (End of Kester’s (2004) description.) 

(For an interactive tutorial on Σ∆ ADCs, see Analog (2011a).) 

Hence, all we need to do to produce a PCM ADC number is to sample the analog 

bitstream from the comparator in an averaging digital filter: 

( ) ( )13.3....
1

21 +++= −− nnnn vvv
N

y  

I will talk more about this filter later. It turns out that it is not just a filter, it is also 

a decimator, that will be used to reduce the sampling speed. This is necessary in 

order to get a useful ADC resolution and it is possible because in Σ∆ ADCs, the 

signal is always oversampled (by maybe as much as a factor of 1000 or more).  

 

3.3.2 Theory 

Maybe the most “cunning” advantage of the Σ∆ ADC is its inherent property of 

shaping the quantization noise in such a way that it is “pushed” towards higher 

frequencies. In fact, the oversampling and the noise shaping in combination, has such 

a positive effect on the SNR that a Σ∆ ADC will be able to produce an SNR larger 

than indicated by expression (3.5) which is the theoretical limit of a conventional 

ADC sampling at the Nyquist rate. We’ve already seen that oversampling and 

dithering can do that too. Here we will show that the Σ∆ ADC can increase the SNR 

even more by noise shaping. 

To understand the noise shaping, we need to return to figure 3.14 and re-draw it. 

First of all, we idealize the DAC component and replace it with a transfer function 

H(s) = 1. The integrator’s transfer function is 1/s (Bengtsson and Karlström, 2007). 

We may consider the comparator to be a 1-bit ADC; the comparator output is a 

(rough) digitalized estimate of the input. We may model any ADC as an estimate of 
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the input plus some quantization noise (Kester, 2009); the ADC (i.e. the comparator) 

may be replaced by a circuit adding noise equal to the quantization noise of the 

ADC. This gives us the signal model in figure 3.15. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.15  A simplified model of a first order Σ∆ ADC 

 

This looks simple enough, but it is a very clever system! To see that, we need to 

figure out what it does both to the signal x and to the noise q. Let’s start with the 

signal; to see what happens to the signal, we temporarily cancel the noise (q(t) = 0). 

That gives us figure 3.16. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.16  To see what happens to the signal, we cancel the noise 

The system’s transfer function is easily calculated: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sYsXssYsYsX
s

sY −=⇒−=
1

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )

( )14.3
1

1
1

+
==⇒=+

ssX

sY
sHsXsYs

 

From (3.14) we can see that as far as the input signal is concerned, the system is a 

first order low-pass filter. 

In order to see how the system treats the noise, we cancel the input signal: 

 

 

Fig 3.17  To see what happens to the noise, we cancel the signal
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The system transfer function is now: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sYssQssYsY
s

sQsY −=⇒−=
1

 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )
( )

( )15.3
1

1
+

==⇒+=
s

s

sQ

sY
sHssYssQ

 

Look at (3.15). As far as the quantization noise is concerned, the system is a high-

pass filter; the noise is pushed to higher frequencies! The system low-pass filters the 

signal and high-pass filters the noise. That means that an even larger part of the noise 

will be attenuated by a low-pass filter and that even less noise ends up within the 

signal’s bandwidth.  Now we need to go back to figure 3.7 and add the noise 

spectrum after it has passed the Σ∆ ADC. This is illustrated in figure 3.18. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.18  The noise is “shaped” by the Σ∆ ADC’s high-pass property  (Hauser, 1991) 

Notice in figure 3.18 how the noise remaining within the signal bandwidth region 

has been reduced even more. Now we can understand why Σ∆ ADCs are able to offer 

SNR figures exceeding that of conventional ADCs represented by expression (3.5) 

According to Hauser (1991) the SNR of a first order Σ∆ ADC is 

( ) ( )3.16dB41.35.102.6SNR −⋅+= Ln  

We showed earlier that an 8-bit ADC with OSR = 64, produced quantization noise 

corresponding to that of an 11-bit Nyquist-sampling ADC. If we have an 8-bit Σ∆ 
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ADC, oversampling by a factor of 64 (2
6
), according to (3.16) it will produce an 

SNR equal to 

( ) dB93.9841.365.1802.6 =−⋅+
 

Inserting this SNR value into (3.6) gives us an effective number of bits of 16.1! 

This is what oversampling in combination with the clever Σ∆ circuitry in figure 3.14 

does to the ENOB. 

 

3.3.3 Method 

General purpose, low-bit microcontrollers almost always have SAR ADCs (if any 

ADC at all). Σ∆ ADCs are typically found in digital signal processing (DSP) 

controllers aimed at sound processing. You may think that the Σ∆ architecture in 

figure 3.14 would be hard to implement into a microcontroller due to the analog parts 

(analog summing, integrator, comparator) and that may be one of the reasons why 

they are usually not integrated on-chip in typical microcontrollers, but the main 

reason is that you don’t need to integrate them on-chip; if only the controller is 

equipped with an analog comparator, the Σ∆ ADC is easily synthesized with only a 

few passive components (and some firmware, of course). This Σ∆ synthesizing is 

illustrated in figure 3.19. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.19  Implementing a Σ∆ ADC in embedded controllers with an analog comparator  

 

There are several microcontrollers equipped with analog comparators from many 

manufacturers (Atmel, 2011; Freescale, 2009; Microchip, 2003). It is not clear who 

first suggested the Σ∆ ADC in figure 3.19, but one of the first was Peter et al (1998). 

Similar ideas have later been implemented and reported by several others (Soldera, 

2005; STMicroelectronics, 2008; Weber and Windish, 2007). The capacitor C 
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corresponds to the integrator in figure 3.14 and the 1-bit DAC is replaced by 

firmware; the digital output pin is set/reset in firmware in accordance to the 

comparator’s output (Peter et al, 1998). When the digital output pin is set, the 

capacitor is charged and the potential on the comparator’s input increases. 

When it reaches the VDD/2 level the comparator output will go low and the 

digital output pin will be reset. That will discharge the capacitor and when it is 

less than VDD/2 the comparator will trip again and the digital output pin is set. 

This feedback system will force the comparator’s negative input to equal VDD/2 

and the lower x is the more ones will be necessary. The density of ones on the 

digital output pin increases when x decreases; the density of 0s at the 

comparator output will be proportional to the input signal level. 

The digital filter is implemented simply by counting the number of 0s during a 

fixed period of time. Figure 3.20 illustrates the software for an 8-bit Σ∆ ADC.  

Notice in figure 3.20 that the “1-bit” sampling rate is determined by the loop time 

and that this sampling rate will be decimated by a factor of 256 in order to produce 

an 8-bit resolution result; this program samples, filters and decimates inherently. 

The range of the Σ∆ ADC in figure 3.19 is determined by R1 and R2 (and VDD, of 

course). The range is always centered round the comparator’s reference voltage, 

which is VDD/2 in figure 3.19. If we have a +5 V powered system, it is centered 

around +2.5 volts. The maximum and minimum readable input levels are, 

respectively (Peter et al, 1998): 
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The absolute values of R1, R2 and C must be chosen such that C is not saturated at 

any time for the particular sampling rate chosen.  

For example, if we have a +5 volt powered microcontroller and want a range of 1-

4 volt, we need R1/R2 = 0.6. If we only use standard EIA (Electronics Industries 

Association) resistor value from the E12 series, we use R1 = 100k and R2 = 180k. In 

figure 3.21 we have implemented a Σ∆ ADC in a PIC18F458, an 8-bit 

microcontroller from Microchip (Microchip, 2003). 
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Fig 3.20  Flowchart of Σ∆ ADC for microcontroller implementation (incrementing the dummy only eats 

clock cycles but is necessary in order to make all program branches equally long (Peter et al, 1998)). 
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Fig 3.21  A detailed implementation of a Σ∆ ADC in a PIC18 microcontroller  

 

The result is transmitted via an asynchronous serial link to a USB port of a host 

PC. The entire (non-generic) code is presented here: 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

// 

// September 14, 2011, by Lars Bengtsson 

// 

// Sigma-Delta ADC with analog comparator: v. 1.3 

// 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

#include <pic18.h> 

#include <delay.c> 

 

char dummy,zeros; 

int i; 

 

void main() { 

 TRISC=0x80; //RC6 = TX 

 SPBRG=129; //Initiate UART 

 BRGH=1; 

 SPEN=1; 

 TXEN=1; 

 CMCON=0x02; //Configure comparator 

 while(1) { 

  zeros=0; 

              for (i=0;i<256;i++) { //This for loop determines the 1-bit sample rate 

  if(C1OUT) { 

   RC3=0; 

   zeros++; 

  } 
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  else { 

   RC3=1; 

   dummy++; 

  } 

  } 

  PORTB=zeros; 

  while(!TRMT); //The following code is for the UART output 

  TXREG=0x0A; 

  while(!TRMT); 

  TXREG=0x0D; 

  while(!TRMT); 

  TXREG=(zeros/100+0x30); 

  zeros=zeros%100; 

  while(!TRMT); 

  TXREG=(zeros/10+0x30); 

  while(!TRMT); 

  TXREG=(zeros%10+0x30); 

 } 

} 

 

 

3.3.4 Empiri 

Figure 3.22 shows experimental results from the ADC’s response.  

 

Fig 3.22  Characteristics of implemented Σ∆ ADC 

 

It is also illustrative to perform a spectrum analysis on the bit stream itself. With 

the setup in figure 3.21, a low-frequency sinusoidal was applied to the input and the 

bitstream was recorded by using a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS5032) and 

transferring the data to MATLAB. Figure 3.23 shows the spectrum of the bitstream. 
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Fig 3.23  The noise is high-pass filtered by the Σ∆ design 

 

With the same experimental setup, the Σ∆ ADC performance was compared with 

the performance of the embedded SAR ADC of the PIC18F458. A sinusoidal with 

frequency 135 Hz was sampled both with the Σ∆ ADC in figure 3.21 (OSR ≈ 100) 

and with the embedded SAR ADC (OSR: just slightly above the Nyquist rate). In 

figure 3.24 we can see the result, where also the experimental results of a second 

order Sigma-Delta ADC (Kester, 2008) is included.  

 

 
Fig 3.24  Performance comparison of ADCs 
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It is also illustrative to plot the input signal in the same diagram as the digital 

signal on the digital output pin (RC3 in figure 3.21), see figure 3.25. 

 

Fig 3.25  The bitstream density compared to the signal level 

 

3.3.5 Discussion 

From figure 3.22 we can see that the range of the Σ∆ ADC in figure 3.21 agrees 

very well with the expected range (but the linearity is not quite as good as has been 

reported by others (Soldera, 2005)). 

Figure 3.23 clearly illustrates the Σ∆ ADC’s ability of shaping the noise; notice in 

figure 3.23 how the noise has been shifted to higher frequencies. The noise 

suppression in figure 3.24 is less than predicted, but this is most likely due to the 

presence of other noise sources than quantization noise. (The extra peaks at 270 

and 405 Hz are higher order harmonics from the signal generators. These peaks 

are not present in the SAR-Nyquist spectrum because it was not recorded at the 

same occasion and a different signal generator was used when recording that 

data.) 

Notice in figure 3.25 how the bitstream density varies with the signal level. 

In figure 3.25 the density of 0s increases with the signal level as expected. 

(When the data in figure 3.25 was recorded, the code segment transmitting 

data to the USB port of the host computer was removed in order to get an 

uninterrupted signal sequence.) 
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3.4 New interface proposal 

3.4.1 Background 

In this thesis I will suggest that sensors that generate analog voltage signals can also 

be “directly” interfaced to digital controllers with only a handful of passive 

components. I figure 3.19 and 3.21 we solved this by implementing a Σ∆ ADC, using 

two I/O pins and a few passive components. The disadvantage of that solution is that 

the digital controller must have an integrated comparator. This suggests a more 

advanced (more expensive) controller and excludes most CPLD/FPGA systems. The 

following proposed solution will solve that problem. 

3.4.2 Method 

Figure 3.26 below illustrates how analog voltage signals can be interfaced to any 

digital controller (i.e. even those not equipped with an internal comparator). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.26 Simple analog-to-digital converter (Bengtsson, 2012b) 

 

 

This circuit also requires that the embedded system’s I/O-ports have tri-state 

capability. The capacitor is first charged to Ain by configuring the I/O-pins as High-Z 

inputs. Depending on the voltage level of Ain, I/O-pin 2 will reach a logic high level 

(VIH) or not. If C is charged to a level higher than VIH, then the capacitor is 

discharged through R1 to VIL (by configuring I/O-pin 1 as digital out, logic low) and 

the discharging time is proportional to Ain. If the charging of C does not reach the 

VIH level on I/O-pin 2, we instead measure the time it takes to charge it all the way 

up to the VIH level (i.e. from Ain to VIH) by configuring I/O-pin 1 as digital out, logic 

high. In the latter case, the charging time is proportional to VIH – Ain. 

This provides all the hardware necessary for an n-bit ADC with a range of 0 – 

VDD and a (theoretically) arbitrary resolution; the resolution is determined by the 

number of bits of the counting variable in firmware, the counter’s speed and the R1C 

time constant in figure 3.26. 
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3.4.3 Theory 

When the capacitor has been charged to Ain, we have one of two possible 

situations; either the voltage potential on I/O-pin 2 is greater than (or equal to) VIH 

(input high level) or it is not. In software we have a counting variable which is 

initiated to a start value N0 and if Ain ≥ VIH, this variable is incremented until C is 

discharged to VIL. If, on the other hand, Ain < VIH, the counting variable is 

decremented until C is charged to VIH. The charging/discharging is implemented by 

reconfiguring I/O-pin 1 to output and setting it high or low. 

These two possible situations are illustrated in figures 3.27 and 3.28.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.27 Case 1: Ain ≥ VIH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.28 Case 2: Ain < VIH 

 

This system is analyzed in detail in paper II appended to this thesis (Bengtsson, 

2012b). In paper II, I propose that the discharging and charging times respectively, 

are given by expressions (3.19) and (3.20) below: 
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where td is the discharging when Ain ≥ VIH and and tc is the charging time when Ain < 

VIH.  

Figure 3.29 illustrates the firmware.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Fig. 3.29  The firmware flowchart 

 

Notice in figure 3.29 that the counter is initiated to N0 and incremented or 

decremented depending on whether Ain ≥ VIH or not, and that the counter increment/ 

decrement rate corresponds to the loop time tloop in figure 3.29. If Nc is the final 

count number during charging and Nd is the final count number during discharging 
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This relates the counter value to the input analog voltage Ain. 

 

3.4.4 Empiri 

In figure 3.30 I have plotted the theoretically predicted response (N vs Ain) in the 

same diagram as experimental data for the case when R1 = 2191 Ω, R2 = 10023 Ω 

and C = 2.18 µF. The proposed design in figure 3.26 was implemented in a 

PIC18F458 microcontroller (Microchip, 2003) with the following parameter values; 

VIL = 1.2730 V, VIH = 1.2812 V and VDD = 5.0280 V. 

 

Fig. 3.30 R1 = 2.2 kΩ, R2 = 10 kΩ, C = 2.2 µF (Bengtsson, 2012b) 

 

3.4.5 Discussion/Conclusions 

The plots in figure 3.30 verify that experimental results are consistent with 

theoretical predictions. The relationship between the analog input and digital output 

deviates some from that of an ideal ADC, but is predicted in theory. The advantage 

of this solution (compared to the Σ∆ ADC in figure 3.19) is that it doesn’t require an 

analog comparator; it can be used as an ADC interface for inherently digital targets 
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such as FPGAs/CPLDs. The disadvantage is that it is not quite linear and it does not 

possess the noise shaping property of the Σ∆ ADC in figure 3.19. 

Paper II appended to this thesis contains a complete theoretical analysis of this 

design as well as design rules and an uncertainty analysis. 

 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter I have demonstrated most of all that for “moderate” sampling rates, 

analog voltage and current signals can be interfaced to digital systems even if they do 

not have an on- (or off-) chip ADC. It requires only tri-state I/O-pins and a few 

passive components (R,C). The general idea is to let the input signal charge a 

capacitor and then measure the time it takes to discharge (or charge) it, alternatively 

measure the rate at which you must charge it in order to sustain a certain level. 
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Chapter 4 

Direct Sensor-to-Controller Interfaces 

4.1 Introduction 

During the last decade, there’s been a trend towards interfacing sensors directly to 

microcontrollers (Cox (1997); Merritt, (1999); Custodio et al (2001b); Jordana et al 

(2003); Reverter et al (2005); Lepkowski (2004); Reverter and Pallàs-Areny (2006)). 

The major advantage is that this reduces the overall cost of the acquisition system. 

The main idea is to transfer the analog signal variation caused by the sensor, into a 

quasi digital signal that can be measured by one of the controller’s embedded timers. 

A variation in an analog voltage is transferred into an analog variation in either 

frequency, time duration or duty cycle (“quasi digital”) (Reverter and Pallàs-Areny, 

(2005); Viorel, (2006)). I will treat quasi-digital signals in more detail in chapter 5. 

Exactly how this direct sensor interfacing is implemented depends on the sensor, 

whether it is resistive, capacitive or part of a Wheatstone bridge or not. However, in 

all cases, the general idea is to time the charging (or preferably the discharging) of a 

capacitor, similar to the idea of the ADC design in chapter 3. The key trick is the fact 

that embedded systems’ digital I/O-ports can be set to three different states. When 

configured as output, they are either high (sourcing) or low (sinking) and when 

configured as inputs, they represent high-impedance inputs (HighZ). In 

microcontrollers this is configured in the I/O-ports’ data direction registers (TRIS 

registers in Microchip controllers, (Microchip, 2003)). In VHDL programmed 

targets, like CPLDs/FPGAs, I/O pins declared as “std_logic” can have no less than 

eleven states (Hamblen et al, 2008; Pedroni, 2004); ‘1’, ‘0’ and nine more. Of the 

other nine states, typically only one is synthesizable; the ‘High-Z’ state. This makes 

CPLDs and FPGAs potential targets for direct sensor-to-embedded systems 

applications. We took advantage of this in chapter 3, both in the proposed ADC 

design in figure 3.26 and in the interfacing of current generating sensors in figure 

3.31. Reverter (2012) is an excellent review article on this subject. 
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4.2 Resistive sensors  

4.2.1 Background/theory 

Typical resistive sensors are for example RTDs (Resistive Thermal Devices) like 

the Pt-1000 sensor.   

Figure 4.1 illustrates the basic idea of how a resistive sensor is interfaced directly to 

a controller. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.1  Direct interfacing of resistive sensor  

 

During the first stage, I/O pin 2 is configured as output and set high while I/O pin 1 

is configured as input (high impedance). I/O pin 2 will charge the capacitor to VOH 
(I/O pin output high level). During the second stage, the pins are reconfigured; pin 2 

becomes high impedance and pin 1 is configured as an output pin and set low. Hence 

the capacitor will discharge through the sensing element’s resistance RS. The 

discharging continues until the voltage on pin 2 reaches the threshold level for input 

logic low (VIL). Figure 4.2 shows the charge/discharge timing diagram on I/O pin 2. 

           
Fig. 4.2  Charging/Discharging at I/O-pin 2  

 

 

An internal timer measures the discharging time TS in figure 4.2, resulting in an 

integer NS which is proportional to TS. This number is proportional to the resistance 

of the sensing element (Merritt, 1999): 
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where the constant k depends on the trigger level threshold of the embedded timer, 

the capacitor C and also on the controller’s speed and timer setup parameters (clock 

rate, pre-scale). 

Cox (1997) was one of the first to suggest how to interface resistive sensors 

directly to microcontrollers, without the use of intermediate ADCs. He proposed an 

extra calibration resistor RC and a “protection” resistor, as illustrated in figure 4.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3  The one-point calibration technique (Cox, 1997) 

 

By timing the discharging of C both via the sensor RS and via the calibration 

resistor RC, the unknown sensor resistance RS can be estimated as a quotient (Cox, 

1997): 
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where NS and NC are the integer numbers produced by the controller’s timer during 

the discharging through RS and RC, respectively. 

Compared to Eq. (4.1), the expression is now independent of the capacitor C. Still, 

the overall performance is not independent of C (Jordana et al (2003); Reverter and 

Pallàs-Areny (2006)). The measurement time is of course increased, but the 

introduction of a calibration cycle removes/reduces all first order errors in offset, 

gain and temperature (Cox, 1997).  Cox (1997) also suggested a protection resistor 

RP, in order to protect the sinking I/O pin from ESD (Electro-Static Discharge) 

related breakdowns.  

When it comes to selecting component values, Cox (1997) suggested that you 

should pick an RC value that is one half of the maximum expected RS, RP should be a 

“small” resistor (100-200 ohms) and the charging capacitor should be 
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where T is the charging time necessary to get the desired resolution and VR and VT 

are the start and stop levels of the charging process, respectively. Reverter et al 

(2005b), would later show that the RP resistor is also necessary in order to reduce 

power supply interferences. 

Previous to Cox (1997), Bierl (1996) had suggested a two-point calibration 

technique, with one extra calibration resistor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4  The two-point calibration technique (Bierl, 1996) 

 

In this case, the sensor’s resistance is estimated from (Bierl, 1996) 
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Reverter et al (2005a) would later analyze both the one- and two-point calibration 

technique and conclude that the accuracy of the RS measurement in both cases 

depends on the I/O-ports’ internal resistances Ri. However, in the one-point 

calibration case, the error is of the order of Ri, while in the two-point calibration case, 

the error is of the order of ∆Rij, i.e. the difference in internal resistance of the I/O-

pins. Hence, from an accuracy point of view, the two-point calibration method is 

preferred (but the measurement time increases and hence the system bandwidth is 

reduced). As far as precision (uncertainty) is concerned, Reverter et al (2005a) 

concluded that the one- and two-point calibration techniques yield similar results. 

The same work also suggested a “three-signal” calibration technique, which basically 

has the same performance as the two-point calibration technique but has better cost-

performance ratio, since only one calibration resistor is required. 
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In 2001, Custodio et al (2001a) published a work that analyzed the importance of 

selecting the right calibration resistor in more detail. They analyzed in detail the 

influence of the microcontroller’s internal parameters on the uncertainty of the 

discharging time measurement. The parameters included not only the current leakage 

of the I/O pins, but also the influence of non-ideal input/output resistances. Their 

model of the microcontroller’s I/O pins showed that there are accuracy errors 

proportional to the I/O pin’s output resistance. They also suggested gain errors if the 

two I/O pins’ output parameters were not identical, and also quantified the non-

linearity errors. One conclusion was that all these errors only existed when RC ≠ RS 

and suggested that RC is chosen as close to the midrange value of RS as possible 

(which agrees with Cox’s (1997) suggestion, even if Cox’s motivation was less 

detailed). The selection of C, suggested by Custodio et al (2001a), is that if you want 

an n-bit resolution representing the maximum and minimum values of RS, then 
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where f = timer’s counting rate, ∆RS = RS,max – RS,min, VOH is the output voltage of an 

output pin set high, VOL is the output voltage of an output pin set low and VIH, is the 

high level threshold of an input pin.  

Reverter et al (2003a) reported that the program code influences the power 

consumption of the microcontroller. Certain code instructions (jump and call) cause 

spike interferences in the power supply. Since the I/O pins’ input trigger levels 

depend on the power supply, the trigger levels are code dependent. Results showed 

that jump/call instructions executed regularly in loops with a period of τ, could cause 

a quantization error of ±τ (compared to the timer’s inherent ±1 uncertainty). This was 

only observed in slow slewing signals and some solutions were suggested; the use of 

an external Schmitt-trigger (ST) and the necessity of a decoupling capacitor for the 

power supply voltage. (Later, Reverter and Pallàs-Areny (2004) and Reverter and 

Pallàs-Areny (2006), would suggest that the microcontroller should be put into low-

power mode during the time measurement in order to reduce the firmware induced 

uncertainties.)  

The need for decoupling capacitors in direct sensor-to-microcontroller circuits was 

further investigated by Jordana et al (2003). They concluded that a decoupling 

capacitor was necessary in order to reduce the trigger uncertainties caused by power 

supply fluctuations. The size of the decoupling capacitor was not critical; increasing 

the decoupling capacitor above 100 nF did not significantly improve their results. 

Jordana et al (2003) also investigated the influence of the charging/discharging 
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capacitor. While a large capacitor is attractive since it increases the charging time 

and therefore reduces the relative influence of the inherent quantization error of the 

timer, a small capacitor has the benefit of increasing the signal’s slew rate and 

therefore reduces the uncertainties caused by internal trigger level noise. They tried 

to find a reasonable compromise between the error-uncertainty-time parameters 

influenced by the choice of C.  They found that the standard deviation of the 

measured resistance increased with C but they found no distinct relationship between 

the relative error and C. They suggested C = 1.5 µF as a reasonable compromise 

between error-uncertainty-time considerations in the case of a Pt-1000 RTD. 

Reverter et al (2003b) reported in 2003 the benefits of timing the discharging of the 

capacitor rather than the charging. The reason is that experimental results showed 

that the trigger level noise was smaller for the I/O-pin’s lower threshold level (used 

at discharging) than for the higher threshold level (used at charging). This work also 

showed that the trigger level was more susceptible to signal noise than power supply 

noise. These results were later confirmed by Reverter et al (2004), where also the 

time measurement’s dependence on the noise frequency was studied. The trigger 

uncertainty was reported to increase when sinusoidal noise was added to either the 

input signal or the power supply and was particularly severe when the noise 

frequency was close to that of the measured signal. Temperature variations and time 

drifts were reported not to affect the measurement. 

The equivalent number of bits (ENOB) of the time-to-digital conversion involved 

in the discharging time measurement was thoroughly analyzed by Reverter and 

Pallás-Areny (2004) and they found that the ENOB was depending on the RC time 

constant only up to some particular time. For small RC values, the quantization 

uncertainties dominate and the ENOB improves with increasing RC values. 

However, the consequence of increasing RC is that the signal slew rate decreases at 

the trigger point and hence trigger level noise uncertainties increase. At some point, 

trigger level noise will dominate over quantization noise and from that point, 

increasing RC does not improve ENOB. Hence, there is an optimal measurement 

speed-ENOB combination for each sensor interface. In the reported experiment, this 

optimal combination was observed at RC ≈ 2-3 ms. 

In Reverter et al (2005a) the influence of power supply interferences on the 

discharging time measurement was investigated. It was shown that power supply 

interferences did not influence the accuracy as much as the resolution and that these 

interferences are most severe at low frequencies. It was recommended that the analog 

and digital power supplies are separated. 
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4.2.2 Method and material 

Taking all these aspects into account, I implemented a one-point calibration, direct 

sensor-to-controller circuit based on a PIC18 controller, see figure 4.5. 

The circuit is intended for an RTD like a Pt-1000 but was simulated with discrete 

resistors ranging from 817.41 Ω to 2193.95 Ω, corresponding to a temperature range 

of −47 °C to +310 °C. Microcontroller data was transferred to a Windows PC via an 

asynchronous serial interface.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5  PIC18-based direct sensor-to-controller 

 

4.2.3 Empiri 

Table 4.1 and the diagram in figure 4.6 illustrate the results and figure 4.7 

illustrates a typical histogram over data sampled at a sensor resistance of 1502.12 

ohms.  

 
Table 4.1 PIC18F458 performance data 

0R  [Ω]  mean [µs] std [µs] R̂ [Ω] 0RR −ˆ [Ω] Relative error 

 817.41  4895.7 5.63 823.37 +5.96 0.73% 

998.17  5958.2 7.20 1002.07 +3.90 0.39% 

1193.95  7109.6 8.31 1195.71 +1.76 0.15% 

1502.12  8922.4 10.07 1500.59 −1.53 0.10% 

1797.44  10658.5 12.68 1792.57 −4.87 0.27% 

2193.95  12992.2 14.87 2185.06 −8.89 0.41% 
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Fig. 4.6  Discharge time versus Sensor Resistance  

 

Fig. 4.7  Typical data distribution  

 

4.2.4 Discussion/Conclusions 

Notice in figure 4.6 the linear behavior and in table 4.1 the standard deviation and 

relative error numbers. Table 4.1 and figure 4.6 illustrate the usefulness and potential 

of the one-point calibration technique suggested in figure 4.1. 

Notice in table 4.1 how the error is minimal when RS is close to RC. This agrees 

with the conclusions by Custodio et al (2001a) and Cox (1997). Figure 4.6 suggests a 

gradient of 55.8 µs/Ω, corresponding to 22.64 µs/°C for a Pt-1000 RTD. The PIC18F 
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design in figure 4.5 was clocked with a 4 MHz crystal and the internal timer 

measuring the discharging time was incremented at a rate of 1 MHz. Hence, 22.64 

µs/°C corresponds to 22.64 counts/°C and that indicates a resolution of 0.044 

°C/count. 

4.3 Capacitive sensors  

4.2.1 Background/theory 

Capacitive sensors, for example humidity sensors (Humirel, 2011), pressure sensors 

(Chavan and Wise, 2001) and displacement sensors (Chu and Gianchandani, 2003) 

can also be directly interfaced to a digital system in a similar way as resistive 

sensors. Richey (1997) suggested the following solution for direct capacitive sensor-

to-controller interfacing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.8  Richey’s (1997) capacitance meter 

CS is the sensor’s capacitance (unknown) and CC is a calibration capacitor (known). 

Each capacitor in figure 4.8 can be disconnected from the circuit by configuring I/O-

pins 2 or 3 as digital inputs (High-Z). In step 1, CC is disconnected and I/O-pin 1 and 

2 are configured as outputs; I/O-pin 1 is set high and I/O-pin 2 is set low. This will 

charge the capacitor CS and a timer is incremented until the comparator is tripped 

which stops the timer. The timer value, an integer NS, is proportional to CS. The 

procedure is repeated for CC, producing an integer NC. The sensor’s capacitance CS 

may then be estimated as (Richey, 1997): 

( )6.4C
C

S
S C

N

N
C ⋅=  

Notice that Richey (1997) used a comparator to trigger the end-of-measurement. 

This calls for a more expensive controller but has the advantage of a reconfigurable 

reference voltage. 
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Richey’s (1997) capacitance meter had a range of 1-999 pF with an average error of 

3 %. The disadvantage of Richey’s (1997) design in figure 4.8 is that it needs a 

comparator and times the charging instead of the discharging. As mentioned earlier, 

discharging should be timed since VIL has less trigger noise than VIH (Jordana et al, 

2003). 

By combining Richey’s (1997) capacitance meter design in figure 4.8 and Cox’s 

(1997) resistance meter design in figure 4.3, we get the direct capacitive sensor-to-

controller circuit in figure 4.9. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9  Capacitance meter 

 

First, one of the capacitors is disconnected (by configuring the corresponding I/O-

pin as input). The other capacitor’s I/O-pin is configured as output and set low; this 

capacitor is charged via RP whose I/O-pin is configured as output and set high. 

When the capacitor is fully charged, the I/O-pins are reconfigured; all I/O-pins are 

configured as inputs and the charged capacitor will discharge through R. The end-of 

measurement is now trigged when I/O-pin 3 reaches VIL. 

This has two advantages; no comparator is needed and it has better precision since 

the discharging is measured and VIL has less trigger level noise than VIH. The 

procedure is repeated for the other capacitor and equation (4.6) is still valid. 

It is not clear who first suggested the Cox-Richey modified circuit in figure 4.9, but 

it was thoroughly analyzed by Reverter et al (2004) and they also suggested a “three-

signal-calibration” technique in order to eliminate zero offset errors caused by stray 

capacitances. Reverter and Casas (2008) applied it to humidity sensors and designed 

a humidity sensor with an equivalent resolution of nine bits and a linearity of 0.1 % 

FSS (full scale span). 

Gaitàn-Pitre et al (2009) suggested a two-point calibration technique in order to 

further reduce the effects of stray capacitance but also to reduce temperature and 

MCU related interferences. Reverter and Casas (2010a) analyzed the case where 
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“lossy” capacitive sensors are used (sensors where the parasitic conductance is not 

negligible) and Reverter and Casas (2010b) applied a similar technique to differential 

capacitive sensors. 

 

4.4 Bridge sensors  

4.4.1 Background/theory 

There are plenty of sensors based on the “strain gauge-in-Wheatstone bridge” 

principle (Bengtsson, 2012a; Doeblin, 1990) but pressure sensors and load cells are 

the most common ones. (There seems to be a strain gauge-in-Wheatstone bridge 

based sensor for almost any physical quantity; flow, liquid level, acceleration, 

pressure, force, viscosity, density….). Two kinds of strain gauges can be used; metal 

strain gauges (constantan) and piezo resistive strain gauges. The resistance of any 

piece of material is given by 

( )7.4
A

L
R ⋅= ρ  

where L and A are the length and cross section of the object, respectively, and ρ is a 

material constant called the resistivity. When the object is stressed in any way, all of 

these parameters, ρ, L and A, will change. However, while changes in L and A are the 

major contributors to the resistance changes in metallic strain gauges, changes in ρ 

dominates in piezo resistive strain gauges. Piezo resistive materials are made of semi 

conductor material and can be implanted into silicon membranes. When the 

membrane suffers a strain, the piezo resistance changes and by connecting the piezo 

elements pair-wise in a Wheatstone bridge, a voltage proportional to the membrane 

strain is generated. This is the basic operating principle behind some of the most 

popular semiconductor pressure sensors, like for example the popular MPX-family 

from Motorola (Motorola, 2001).  

 

Fig. 4.10  MPX10/D pressure sensor from Motorola  

 

It is very easy to identify bridge type sensors; they almost always come with a four-

wire connector, see figure 4.11. The end user typically applies power supply between 

two wires and the other two (= the bridge signal) are connected to a differential 

amplifier (an instrumentation amplifier). 
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Fig 4.11  Typical bridge sensor interface                      Fig 4.12  Strain gauge (from www.hbm.com) 

 

Strain gauges in Wheatstone bridges are used in two fundamentally different ways. 

You either use discrete metallic gauges, as the one illustrated in figure 4.12. They are 

used for example in solid mechanic stress tests. In these applications it is up to the 

end user to apply the sensors properly to the test object in order to achieve correct 

temperature compensation (pair-wise, counter-acting) and connect the sensors in a 

Wheatstone bridge (Bengtsson, 2012a). 

However, the typical resistance of a metallic strain gauge is only a few hundred 

ohms (HBM, 2006) and it has been reported that the resistance of this kind of sensors 

is too low to be directly connected to a microcontroller (Custodio et al, 2001b) since 

a microcontroller I/O-pin cannot source enough current.  

The other major application is in integrated piezo gauges, like in the pressure sensor 

case with silicon membranes. These sensors have a resistance of a few kΩs and may 

be directly connected to a controller. Custodio et al (2001b) suggested the direct 

bridge-to-microcontroller interface in figure 4.13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.13  Direct bridge-to-controller interface  
(Custodio et al, 2001b) 
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The idea is similar to the previous “direct” circuits, but we need to measure three 

charging times. First the capacitor is charged by setting I/O-pin 1 to VOH and all the 

other I/O-pins are set to High-Z; the capacitor is charged through R2 in parallel with 

R1-R3-R4 until it reaches VIH of I/O-pin 4 and this generates a charging time of ts1. 

The capacitor is then discharged through RP. The procedure is repeated for I/O-pins 2 

and 3, generating charging times ts2 and ts3, respectively.  

Custodio et al (2001b) proved that the relative change of resistance x, in one of the 

gauges is  

( )8.4
2

31

s

ss

t

tt
x

−
=  

Custodio et al (2001b) claim that this technique cannot be applied to Whetstone 

bridges with metallic strain gauges since a typical microcontroller I/O-pin cannot 

source the interface.  

This thesis claims otherwise; the problem is not that the microcontroller is 

incapable of sourcing the interface; the problem is that the relative change of 

resistance is too small. 

 

4.4.2 Hypothesis 

The problem of sourcing (or sinking) the bridge can be solved. Consider figure 

4.13. The typical resistance of a metallic strain gauge is 350 Ω (HBM, 2006) at 

“rest”. At any time, only one I/O-pin will source (or sink) the bridge current. The 

total resistance to ground for I/O-pin 1 (or pin 2 or pin 3) is R2//(R1+R3+R4) = 

350//1050 = 262.5 Ω. If VOH = VDD = +5 volts, a single I/O-pin would need to source 

mA 19
5.262

5
=  

If we compare this to the specifications of a typical microcontroller, like 

Microchip’s PIC18F458 (Microchip, 2003), we find that this is dangerously close to 

the specified “absolute maximum rating” of 25 mA for this controller. Exposing the 

device to such high levels may permanently damage the device and the functional 

operation of the device is not guaranteed.  

Hence, we need another way to interface the bridge to the controller. This is easily 

solved, though; let each branch of the bridge be sourced from multiple pins as 

indicated in figure 4.14. In figure 4.14 each I/O-pin only needs to source 19/4 ≈ 5 

mA which is well within the “safe zone” (Microchip, 2003). Hence, sourcing a 

Wheatstone bridge with metallic strain gauges doesn’t have to be a problem. 
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Fig 4.14  Multiple pin-sourcing will solve the sourcing problem 

 

The problem is, however, that compared to piezo resistive sensors, the resistance 

change in a metallic strain gauge is too small to be detected. Consider figure 4.15. 

When the beam is exposed to a force F, there will be a strain ε in the beam (and of 

course in the strain gauges). This will cause a change of the gauge resistance by dR 

and the strain gauge factor k indicates the size of the change: 

( )9.4ε
ε

kRdRR
dR

L
dL

R
dR

k =⇒==  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.15 Metallic strain gauges in load cell 

The strain is determined by the beam tension σ and the modulus of elasticity E of 

the beam material: 

( )10.4
E

σ
ε =  

The tension σ depends on the geometric dimensions of the beam, how the beam is 

fastened and the applied force F: 
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( )11.4
6

2
F

wt

L
⋅=σ  

Inserting (4.10) and (4.11) into (4.9) gives us 

( )12.4
661

22 Ewt

kRLF
F

wt

L

E
RkdR =⋅⋅⋅⋅=  

We know that R = 350 Ω. Assuming a 300 mm long aluminum beam, width = 40 

mm and thickness = 4 mm, a gauge constant of 2 (HBM, 2006) and a force of 1 N, 

we would get a resistance change of ≈30 mΩ. 

 

4.4.3 Discussion 

We need to find the time resolution required to detect this change in resistance. 

When an I/O-pin is set high (i.e. all I/O-pins sourcing one bridge branch in figure 

4.14) the capacitor voltage increases exponentially: 

( ) ( )CRt
OHc

totVtu
−

−= e1  

This continuous until uc(t) = VIH. Assuming VOH = VDD gives us 

( ) 







−⋅−=⇒=−

−

DD

IH
totcIH

CRt
DD

V

V
CRtVV totc 1lne1  

We already know Rtot: 

( ) R
RR

RR
RRRRRRRtot

4

3

3

3
3//// 4312 =

+

⋅
==++=  

and the time it takes to charge C to VIH is 









−⋅−=
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c

V

V
RCt 1ln
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Differentiating with respect to R gives us 

dR
V

V
Cdt
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If we assume some typical parameter values (VIH = +1.28 Volts, VDD = +5 Volts, C 

= 1 µF) we can estimate the resolution required to detect a small change in 

resistance, dR = 30 mΩ: 

ns71030
5

28.1
1ln10

4

3 36 ≈⋅⋅







−⋅⋅−= −−

cdt  

If we would clock a PIC18F458 controller with a 40 MHz crystal (= maximum 

clock rate, Microchip (2003)), the maximum updating speed of an internal timer 

would be 100 ns (the internal clock runs at a speed of one 4
th

 of the external crystal 

speed). Hence, that would not be good enough to detect resistance changes in the 30 

mΩ range. We could increase the capacitor value by a few orders of magnitude in 

order to get the desired time resolution, but that would require an electrolytic 

capacitor of several hundred µF or maybe even a few mF. (Remember that the 30 

mΩ we deduced was based on a force of 1 N. Most applications need to be able to 

detect a lot smaller forces than that.)  

However, large capacitor values will not solve our problems here. Electrolytes of 

this size have considerable ESR (Equivalent Series Resistance) that typically exceeds 

the mΩ resistance resolution we are looking for here (Adams, 2009). Even if the 

ESR is known, it would be hard to compensate for it since it depends on both 

frequency and temperature (Cespiva and Evans, 2009; Kwang-Woon et al, 2008). In 

order to measure a resistance change of the order of mΩ with the “direct” approaches 

in figures 4.13 or 4.14, not only do we need a very large capacitor; it also has to have 

a very low ESR that is frequency and temperature stable. 

Finally, we should comment on Baker’s work from 1999 (Baker, 1999). Baker used 

a different approach to Wheatstone bridge interfacing to controllers, as illustrated in 

figure 4.16. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.16  Bridge interfacing by Baker (1999) 

In this solution an analog MUX is used as a differential ended interface to the 

bridge voltage; the bridge potentials are measured separately by using the MUX to 

switch only one of them to the ADC. The ADC was implemented as a Σ∆ ADC as 

already described in section 3.3. With this approach a change in voltage is measured 

rather than a change in resistance. 
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in section 3.3.1. 
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Chapter 5 

Time Measurements 

5.1 Introduction/Background 

In this context, a quasi-digital signal is defined as a binary signal carrying analog 

information in its variations in time. The analog information is in the “horizontal” 

direction (time) rather than in the vertical direction (voltage). The analog information 

is either in the distance between two positive (or negative) edges (= the period or 

frequency), the distance between a positive (negative) and a negative (positive) edge 

(= the pulse width) or it is in the quotient between the pulse width and the period (= 

the duty cycle) (Reverter and Pallàs-Areny, 2005; Viorel, 2006). This is illustrated in 

figure 5.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1  The analog information is in the timing parameters 
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Hence, if an analog sensor’s output can be translated into a quasi-digital signal, 

instead of an analog voltage, the ADC problem is transferred from one of measuring 

voltage into one of measuring time and measuring analog variations in time is much 

easier (and more cost-efficient) than measuring variations in an analog voltage. Also, 

performance parameters like dynamic range, and noise immunity, typically improve 

when you measure a variation in time instead of a variation in voltage (Pallàs-Areny 

and Webster, 2001; Bryant, 2002). In an integrated implementation, analog blocks 

are large-sized and power-consuming and don’t scale very well into sub-micrometer 

technologies. The reason is that as CMOS transistors are scaled down, the system 

voltage has to decrease due to the reduction in transistor gate-oxide thickness, and 

this makes analog circuitry difficult to integrate (Roberts and Ali-Bakhshian, 2010). 

Embedded systems, like microcontrollers, typically have a number of built-in 

functions for high-resolution time measurements such as on-chip counters and 

timers, “input capture” (Microchip, 2003) and Charge Time Measurement Units 

(Bartling, 2009; Microchip, 2010; Yedamale and Bartling, 2011). 

 

 

5.2 Time measurements in digital systems  

5.2.1 Introduction 

Regardless of whether the sensor’s information is in the period/frequency or in the 

duty cycle, the issue of accurate time measurements in digital systems must be 

addressed. A digital time-measuring system is commonly referred to as a Time-to-

Digital Converter (TDC). In general, a TDC quantize the time between a start and a 

stop signal and they are either analog or counter based (Henzler, 2010; Jovanovic 

and Stojcev, 2009; Webster, 2007). 

Analog TDCs use the start and stop signals to generate a pulse with a length 

corresponding to the start and stop times. This signal is then converted into an analog 

voltage by an integrator and then an ADC digitizes this voltage, see figure 5.2. 

The main disadvantage of the analog TDC is that it contains analog circuitry and 

that doesn’t scale very well when area demands are sharpened by VLSI designers. 

All-digital circuitry scale much better than mixed-signal circuitry.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 Analog TDC (Henzler, 2010) 
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For that reason, TDCs are almost always counter based. This means that they in 

principle simply count the pulses from an oscillator during the start-stop interval. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3 Digital TDC 

 

Notice that the start/stop signals and the oscillator clock pulses are asynchronous. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates a typical timing diagram.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 Timing diagram of asynchronous counting TDC 

If we assume that we have a positive-edge-triggered counter, we can see from 

figure 5.4 that the start/stop interval is 

( )1.5stopstartc tttNT ∆−∆+⋅=  

Since both ∆tstart and ∆tstop ∈[0,tc] the inherent quantization error of a counting 

TDC is ±tc. Hence the quantization error scales with the reference oscillator’s period. 

However, increasing the clock frequency raises two other issues; first of all the 

power consumption increases and secondly, there is a limit to the maximum 

oscillator frequency that can be implemented in CMOS technology (Henzler, 2010). 

In order to increase the resolution without increasing the power consumption and 

without changing from the well-established and inexpensive CMOS technology, 

other tricks have to be implemented. For example, if the signal is repetitive and if it 

is asynchronous to the clock signal, averaging a number (n) of time interval 

measurements will increase the resolution to ntc (Agilent, 2004a). However, this 

does require a repetitive signal and for 1-shot measurements more advanced tricks 

has to be implemented. Most of these tricks improve the resolution by interpolating 
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in between the clock cycle pulses (without increasing the clock frequency). These 

techniques are referred to as Vernier time measurements. The name refers to the 

inventor of the metric caliper, Pierre Vernier (1580-1637), which can indeed perform 

a mechanical interpolation between the millimeter markers of a ruler. 

   

 

Vernier time measurements can be implemented in several different ways, both in 

hardware and in software. In fact, according to Henzel (2010), the engine that 

performs this subdivision of the reference clock cycles is what distinguishes a TDC 

from a counter; the counter only provides the “coarse” quantization value while the 

TDC provides the interpolated “fine-structure”. The following sub-sections will treat 

this in more detail. 

 

5.2.2 Time-stretching 

Suppose we use a counter to measure a time interval: 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.6  A coarse, counter-based TDC  

 

Then 

( ) ( )2.51ˆ
00 ctNT ⋅±=  

The resolution is tc and the uncertainty is ±tc. Next, suppose that we could stretch 

the time interval by a factor of k: 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.7  If we can stretch the time interval, then we can improve the resolution  

Fig. 5.5  A metric Vernier instrument. How can we transfer 

this idea into high-resolution digital time measurements? 
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If we measure the stretched time interval T1 with the same instrument as in figure 

5.6, we get 

( )3.5ˆ
11 cc ttNT ±=  

but since kTT 10 = , then 

( )4.5ˆ1ˆ
110

k

t

k

t
NT

k
T cc ±⋅==  

Hence, if the time interval is stretched by a factor of k, both the resolution and the 

uncertainty improve by a factor of k. 

There are several ways to stretch a time interval and figure 5.8 illustrates the basic 

method; charging and discharging a capacitor (Nutt, 1968; Ward, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Fig. 5.8  Time stretching (Invented by Nutt, (1968)) 

In figure 5.8 it is assumed that i1 >> i2. The time stretching is a two-step process. In 

step one the switch is closed during a time equal to the time interval to be measured 

(stretched). During this time the capacitor is charged by a constant current i1 − i2. 

The comparator’s output goes high immediately after the switch is closed. The 

switch opens when the time interval T0 expires and at that time the voltage across the 

capacitor is 

( ) ( ) ( )5.5
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02121 Tii
C

dtii
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Q
U final ⋅−=−== ∫  

When the switch opens, the capacitor is discharged by the constant current i2. The 

capacitor will be discharged after a time Td: 
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 Fig. 5.9  Pulse stretching  

 

Hence, if we compare the comparator’s output to the input pulse, we can see that 

the time interval has been stretched by a factor of k = i1/i2. With this kind of pulse 

stretching, time interval resolutions < 10 ps have been reported (Kalisz et al, 1985). 

Räisänen et al (2000) designed a TDC with a 32 ps resolution by implementing a 

time stretching circuit on a 0.8 µm BiCMOS chip. This TDC was used as detector in 

a pulsed time-of-flight laser radar. With this TDC they reported a 4.5 mm precision 

over a range from 1.5 to 370 meters. See also Agilent (2004b). 

 

5.2.3 Tapped delay lines 

A very fast TDC technique is to use digital buffers as delay elements. This is 

illustrated in figure 5.10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.10  A basic delay line for generation of clock cycle subdivisions 

The start signal is connected to the first of an array of cascaded buffers. The start 

signal’s high level will propagate through this chain of buffers at a speed 

corresponding to each buffer’s gate delay τdelay. The output of each buffer is the 

input to an edge-triggered flip-flop. The flip-flops are latched by the stop signal 
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arriving some time later. When the stop signal arrives and latches the flip-flops, some 

of them will have high (‘1’) inputs and some of them will have low (‘0’) inputs 

depending on how far the start signal’s high level has propagated. This is illustrated 

in figure 5.11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.11 The stop signal latches the flip-flops 

 

When the stop signal latches the flip-flops, the flip-flops’ outputs will be a 

“thermometer” bit code representing how far the start signal’s positive edge has 

propagated. The resolution of this TDC is τdelay. Notice that it doesn’t involve a 

counter. This means that its range is limited to the number of buffers (=N); the range 

is N⋅τdelay. However, it is all-digital and therefore “scalable-friendly”. Since the time-

to-digital conversion in this case is immediate, it is referred to as a “flash” TDC 

(representing the TDC correspondence to a flash ADC) (Levine and Roberts, 2004; 

Roberts and Ali-Bakhshian, 2010). 

Figure 5.10 represents the basic tapped delay line. Modified variations of this basic 

structure have been suggested (Henzler, 2010), but they are all referred to as the 

“second-generation” TDCs since the time resolution of the design in figure 5.10 is 

limited to the gate delay τdelay (∼2 ns, Agilent, 2004b).  In the third-generation TDCs, 

the time resolution is proportional to the difference in gate delays between two 

buffers. We will come back to that in section 5.2.5 after we have introduced the 

“vernier” principle. 

5.2.4 The vernier principle 

Even if all interpolation techniques could be referred to as “vernier” methods, the 

next one presented below is the one that is most often referred to as the “vernier 

method”. In this method interpolation between clock cycles are implemented by 
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employing two oscillators with slightly different frequencies, f1 = 1/T1 and f2 = 1/T2, 

respectively (f2 > f1) (Agilent, 2004a; Henzler, 2010; Jovanovic and Stojcev, 2009; 

Porat, 1973). There are two fundamentally different implementations of the vernier 

principle; whether you use a reference oscillator or not. We describe both methods 

here. 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the timing diagram of the first method (not using a reference 

clock) (Porat, 1973). Oscillator 1, with frequency f1 (<f2), starts on the positive edge 

of the start signal. The second oscillator with frequency f2 is triggered on the positive 

edge of the stop signal. Since f2 > f1, the pulses from the f2-oscillator will eventually 

catch up with the pulses from the f1-oscillator. 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.12 The vernier principle  

 

When this happens, both oscillators are stopped and notice that at this point both 

oscillators have generated exactly the same number of pulses, i.e. N1 = N2 = N. From 

figure 5.12 we get that  

( ) ( )8.5212211 TNTTNTNTN ∆⋅=−=−=τ  

The time resolution depends on the time difference ∆T in the clock cycle periods. 

The alternative approach is to use a reference clock that runs asynchronously to the 

vernier clocks (Agilent, 2004a; Webster, 2007), see figure 5.13.  

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.13  The dual-vernier method (Agilent, 2004a) 
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If the reference clock cycle period is Tref, we make the vernier clock’s cycle period 

slightly longer; Tvern = Tref(1+1/N), where N is an integer that determines the overall 

time resolution. From figure 5.13 we can see that 

diffstopstartdiffstartstop tttttt +−=⇒+=+ ττ  

( )9.5021 refvernvern TnTnTn ⋅+⋅−⋅=τ  

where n1 is the number of Tvern-pulses counted during tstart, and n2 is the number of 

Tvern-pulses counted during tstop and n0 is the number of Tref-pulses counted during 

tdiff.  

If we insert Tvern = Tref(1+1/N), we get that 
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( ) ( ) ( )10.521210
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ref
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and we can see from (5.10) that this design allows for a time resolution 

corresponding to Tref/N. We can easily translate a specified time resolution into a 

difference in clock cycle periods: 

( )11.5
1

1 T
N

T
TT

N
TT

ref
refvernrefvern ∆==−⇒








+=  

5.2.5 The third-generation TDCs: The vernier delay line 

Above we had two oscillators with slightly different frequencies “racing” each 

other until the late starter caught up with the early starter. There is a delay-line 

version of this vernier principle, similar to the basic delay line in figure 5.10. This is 

illustrated in figure 5.14 and represents the third-generation TDCs since it can 

provide time resolutions of the order of the difference in gate delay between two 

buffers (Henzler, 2010).  

In figure 5.14 the buffers in the top delay-line have a gate-delay of τ1 that is slightly 

longer than the gate delay-time τ2 of the buffers in the bottom delay-line; τ1>τ2.  

Hence, when the start and stop signals arrive, the stop signal will propagate faster 

through the delay-line than the start signal does. As long as the start signal is leading, 

1s will be latched into each flip-flop when the stop signal (= latch signal) arrives. At 
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some point though, the stop signal will catch up and pass the start signal (since it 

propagates faster) and from that point on, 0s will be latched into each flip-flop. The 

“temperature” code formed by the flip-flops’ output will represent the time 

difference between the arrivals of the start and stop signal and the resolution is now 

equal to the difference in the gate-delays between the buffers in the first delay-line 

and the second delay-line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.14  A vernier delay-line (Henzler, 2010) 

This has been implemented into embedded targets like FPGAs by Kalisz et al 

(1997) and Aloisio et al (2009). 

5.2.6 Putting it together 

If we want both the wide range offered by counter-based TDCs and the high-

resolution offered by the tapped delay-line technique, we need to combine them 

somehow; we would like to use the counter integer value as the “coarse” value and 

one of the interpolation methods to read between the clock cycle periods in order to 

get a “fine” value. (Compare with the caliper in figure 5.5; it has both a coarse and a 

fine scale. That’s what we would need to implement in a high-resolution wide-range 

TDC.) 

For the time stretching technique, this problem was solved already by Nutt in his 

pioneering time stretching work (see Nutt, 1968). Here we will only illustrate how 

this is implemented using a tapped delay-line. The idea below is mainly from Porat 

(1973). 

Suppose that we start with a counting TDC with N bits resolution and that we want 

to increase the resolution by M bits. That means that we add M “least significant” 

bits to the counter value. Then we need a delay line consisting of 2
M

 buffers. Assume 

that the clock cycle period of the reference clock is tc. Then it is important that the 

gate delay of each buffer is exactly tc/2
M

 (which is easily achieved by adjusting the 
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reference clock cycle period). Hence, the clock cycle edge will propagate through the 

delay line in exactly the same time as the clock cycle period time; when one clock 

cycle edge leaves the delay line the next edge is just about to enter. 

This is illustrated in figure 5.15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 5.15  High-resolution, wide-range TDC by Porat (1973) 

 

5.2.7 Time measurement in embedded controllers 

Even the simplest microcontrollers have (at least) one embedded timer/counter 

that can be used for immediate time measurements. No microcontroller with 

embedded interpolation mechanism has been found, though, but there are several 

works reported where both time stretching and delay lines have been implemented in 

FPGA-based designs (Aloisio et al, 2009; Kalisz et al 1997) and in CLPDs (Levine 

and Roberts, 2004). 

The second generation time measurement units in microcontrollers included an 

Input Capture feature, where the content of a running timer is automatically latched 

into a “capture” register at the occurrence of an external “event”, see figure 5.16. 

This is a great help in time measurements since external events are automatically 

time stamped by hardware. 

Recently, Microchip released the next generation of embedded time measurement 

units; the CTMU (Charge Time Measurement Unit) (Microchip, 2010; Yedamale and 

Bartling, 2011). This is an analog TDC, very much like the one in figure 5.2. 
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 Fig. 5.16  Input Capture 

The CTMU consists first of all of a very accurate current source and it is used 

with an internal ADC to measure either capacitance or time. The idea is that the 

sample&hold-capacitor of the ADC is charged for some time and the ADC measures 

the capacitor voltage. Since Q = CU and Q = It we have that It = CU. The current is 

provided by the very accurate and stable current source in the CTMU and the voltage 

U is measured by the ADC. So depending on whether we want to measure a 

capacitance or time, we solve for C or t, respectively. (When we measure a 

capacitance, the unknown capacitance is applied on an external ADC-pin and is 

hence connected in parallel with the internal S&H-capacitor). Figure 5.17 illustrates 

the CTMU. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.17  Microchips CTMU (Microchip, 2010; Yedamale and Bartling, 2011) 

 

When measuring time, two external pins are used to turn on and off the current 

source (which can be switched with < 1 ns accuracy) and the capacitor is charged 

only during the time interval between the start and stop pulses. The ADC output will 

be proportional to the charging time interval. 

In 2009, Bartling demonstrated how the CTMU can be used in TDR applications 

(Time Domain Reflectometry) (Bartling, 2009). 
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5.3 Uncertainties in digital time measurements  

5.3.1 Introduction 

In this section I will discuss uncertainties in digital time (interval) measurements. 

I will start by discussing the uncertainty occurring in basic counting TDCs and then 

compare it with uncertainties occurring in microcontroller-based TDCs. It will show 

that the same uncertainties that occur in basic counting TDCs also occur in 

microcontroller TDCs, but in the microcontroller case, a few more uncertainties 

(might) occur. 

5.3.2 Uncertainties in basic counting TDCs 

Uncertainties in time interval measurements with a counting TDC come from 

several sources. In general, uncertainties come from (Agilent, 2004a; Reverter and 

Pallàs-Areny, 2006): 

• ±1 count quantization error 

• Trigger errors 

• Time-base errors 

• Systematic errors 

Quantization error: The ±1 count uncertainty is an inherent property of any 

counting TDC. This uncertainty has a uniform distribution and therefore its standard 

uncertainty is (Bell, 2009; Bengtsson, 2012a) 

( )12.5
3

1
cq t=σ  

where tc is the cycle period of the reference clock. As mentioned before, if the 

reference clock is asynchronous to the start and stop signals, this contribution to the 

uncertainty can be reduced by averaging: 

( )13.5
1

1 q
N

σσ =  

where N is the number of elements averaged. 

Trigger error: This noise occurs when the start/stop signal does not trigger at the 

expected voltage level. This is typically due to noise, either in the input signal itself 

(σe, “external”) or in the input amplifier (σi, “internal”) or both (Reverter and Pallàs-

Areny, 2006). The question is how noise, in “voltage”, transfers into noise in “time”. 

This depends on the signal’s slew-rate (SR), see figure 5.18. 
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Fig. 5.18  The Start (or Stop) signal 

From figure 5.18 we can see that if the total noise level (in Volts) is 22
ie σσ + , 

then this will cause an uncertainty in the start/stop time corresponding to 

( )14.5

22

SR

ie
t

σσ
σ

+
=  

Hence, it is important that both the start and stop signal have high slew-rates. As 

with quantization noise, the trigger noise may also be reduced by averaging as long 

as the noise sources have a random distribution. 

(The same trigger error may occur in the clock signal, but if we assume that we 

count a “large” number of clock cycles, they will cancel.) 

Time base error: This uncertainty is due to variations in the reference clock cycle 

period. If they are random, they will cancel if we count a large enough number of 

cycles. However, even if it is stable, they have a finite accuracy, but if we use crystal 

based oscillators they can be accurate down to a ppm level and need only be 

considered if we need 5-6 digits of precision (Agilent, 2004a).  

Systematic errors: Typically caused by loading interconnecting cables. The 

signal propagation speed in a typical transmission cable (RG-58) is 20 cm/ns and it is 

important to match exactly the cable lengths (and cable types) of the start and stop 

signals (Agilent, 2004a). Also, the capacitive loading introduced by the 

interconnecting cables may change the shape of the input signal. If this is a problem, 

the use of Time Interval Probes should be considered (Agilent, 2004a). 

5.3.3 Uncertainties in microcontroller-based TDCs 

Reverter and Pallàs-Areny published a work in 2006 where they investigated the 

uncertainties in microcontroller-based time measurements (Reverter and Pallàs-

Areny, 2006). According to this work, quantization uncertainties and trigger noise 
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are the main sources of error (as in counter-based TDCs). However, they found some 

significant differences compared to counter-based TDCs: 

- In microcontroller-based TDCs, the quantization is not necessarily limited to 

the ±1 count inherently found in counter-based TDCs; it depends on the 

firmware algorithm and also on the hardware resources used. 

- For microcontrollers, σi in (5.14) (internally generated threshold noise) is 

rarely (never?) specified in the data sheet. 

Reverter and Pallàs-Areny suggested that both problems could be solved by 

putting the microcontroller in sleep mode while waiting for the start and stop signals. 

(This assumes that the controller has a sleep mode that allows for timers and 

interrupts to stay active during sleep mode, as for example in some Atmel/Microchip 

controllers which have an “Idle” mode (Atmel, 2011c; Microchip, 2009)). Most of 

this section is a review of their work (Reverter and Pallàs-Areny, 2006). 

Apart from Microchip’s CTMU that we presented in section 5.2.7, a 

microcontroller basically has three techniques for detecting external events: polling, 

interrupts and capture. 

In polling, the event is detected by periodically checking the status of an I/O-pin 

in a firmware loop routine. Apart from wasting controller time (and power), the 

quantization error will depend on the length of the polling loop. If the polling loop 

executes p instruction cycles, the quantization error will be ±p⋅tc, where tc is the 

reference clock’s cycle period. This is illustrated in figure 5.19. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.19  Polling TDC (Reverter and Pallàs-Areny, 2006) 

Also, the use of a polling loop indicates the use of jump/call instructions and they 

are known to be power-consuming and induce power-supply noise that causes 

threshold noise in the trigger level (Reverter and Pallàs-Areny, 2006). Power supply 

decoupling will be crucial. 

If we use a (general-purpose) interrupt pin to detect the start and stop signals, the 

quantization error is (probably) reduced. Interrupts on general-purpose interrupt pins 
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are typically not served until the on-going instruction is completed. Even for typical 

8-bit RISC controllers from Atmel/Microchip, instructions may need up to four 

instruction cycles to complete. If the maximum number of instruction cycles required 

by any executed instruction is m, the quantization error for the detection of the start 

and stop signals is ±m⋅tc, see figure 5.20. 

(There will be some delay between executing the ISR and reading the counter 

value, but that delay is equally long at both the start and the stop reading so they will 

cancel.) 

Using the capture unit though, the reading of the running counter is taken care of 

by hardware and we are back to the ±tc uncertainty characteristic of counter-based 

TDCs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.20  Microcontroller-based TDC with general-purpose interrupt (Reverter and Pallàs-Areny, 2006) 

 

In the work of Reverter and Pallàs-Areny (2006) they showed that the use of a 

general-purpose interrupt pin in combination with the sleep mode feature (“idle” 

mode) could also yield a ±tc uncertainty. 

To summarize, there are two ways to achieve the optimum ±tc uncertainty in a 

microcontroller-based counting TDC; the use of a capture unit or using a general-

purpose interrupt pin in combination with the sleep mode. The absolute uncertainty 

depends on the speed of the clock running the controller. For typical 8-bit controllers 

from Atmel and Microchip, the maximum (internal) speed is 32 MHz (PIC18FK-

family and AVR XMEGA-family) which indicates a maximum time resolution of 

∼30 ns. However, with Microchip’s CTMU device, time resolutions of <1 ns have 

been reported (Bartling, 2009). 

5.4 Microcontroller-implementation of vernier TDC 

This section is a discussion of how a vernier TCD could be implemented in a 

microcontroller and what results could be expected.  

Implementing a vernier TDC in a microcontroller is straight forward in principle. 

Figure 5.21 illustrates the general idea. 
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Fig. 5.21 Microcontroller TDC with vernier resolution 

The positive edge of the start/stop signal triggers Timer1 (clocked by f1=f0−∆f) and 

the negative edge triggers Timer0, clocked by f0. This would give a resolution of  

( )15.5
11

00 fff
−

∆−
 

The microcontroller’s interrupt reaction time can be minimized if the 

microcontroller is waiting for interrupt in idle mode (Reverter and Pallàs-Areny, 

2006).  

Hence, an arbitrary resolution could be implemented in a microcontroller, however, 

there would be a problem with the precision due to the fact that in a typical 

microcontroller there would be an inherent uncertainty in the detection of the 

moment of coincidence of the timer registers. A typical microcontroller cannot 

compare two running timer registers in hardware and hence the moment of 

coincidence has to be detected in firmware, see figure 5.22. 

 

 

 

                Fig. 5.22 Firmware, part 2 

Notice the “≥” sign instead of a “=” sign; timers are updated asynchronously (at 

least Timer1) and due to loop overhead we will (probably) not be able to compare 

registers’ content on every count. That means that we are likely to miss the moment 

of coincidence and therefore the “≥” instead of the “=”. 

The consequence is that there will be an uncertainty in the moment of coincidence 

detection. If the timer value is N when we detect the coincidence, and if the loop 

overhead in figure 5.22 is Nloop, the real moment of detection could be anywhere in 
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the interval [N−Nloop, N]. Hence, we subtract Nloop /2 from N to get an estimate of the 

moment of coincidence with a symmetric uncertainty interval: 

( ) ( )16.522ˆ
looploop NNNN ±−=  

We insert this into (5.8) to estimate the start-stop interval: 

( ) ( )17.522ˆˆ TNTNNTN looploop ∆⋅±∆⋅−=∆⋅=τ  

This is illustrated in figure 5.23. So, due to the fact that the timer registers have to 

be compared in firmware, we get a 1-shot uncertainty of 2TNloop ∆×± . However, 

if the signal is repetitive this can easily be improved by averaging a number of 

samples. This will work since the 2TNloop ∆×± uncertainty is random.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.23 Reading of the timer registers 

 

For example, if we use a 20 MHz crystal in figure 5.21 (f0 = 5.00000 MHz) and f1 = 

4.95000 MHz, we would have a theoretical time resolution of 1/4.95 – 1/5.00 = 2.02 

ns. (Compare that to the corresponding counter-based resolution of 1/5 = 200 ns.) 

Using a typical C compiler (for example HI-TECH’s PICC-18), the firmware loop 

overhead in figure 5.22 would be 30 ics (instruction cycles) and we would have an 

uncertainty of  
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Hence, we have a resolution of 2.02 ns, but the one-shot precision would only be 30 

ns.  

There are some things that could be done to improve the precision. First of all, if 

both timers ran much slower than the system clock, registers could be compared on 

every count (by activating timer pre-scalers). However, if we use a pre-scale factor of 
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k, then the time resolution is reduced by a factor of k, and we would have to decrease 

the frequency difference by a factor of k in order to get the same resolution. The 

problem with that is that in order for this to work very stable and accurate clock 

sources are required, i.e. crystal based, and they don’t come in arbitrary frequencies. 

Another possibility would be to decrease the loop overhead in figure 5.22. One 

possibility would be to use an advanced microcontroller with a DMA controller 

(Direct Memory Access) and via a DMA channel transfer the content of one timer 

register to the period register of the other timer; registers’ content would then be 

compared in hardware and would (probably) require less firmware overhead. 

 

5.5 Implementation of a High-Resolution TDC in an 8-bit Microcontroller: time 

stretching 

5.5.1 Introduction 

Due to the fact that there is no immediate way to compare two “running” timer 

registers in hardware in a microcontroller the comparison has to be performed in 

firmware and the discussion in the previous section indicated that this method will 

most likely suffer from poor precision. 

 

5.5.2 Method 

This thesis will now suggest another way to implement high-resolution TDCs in 8-

bit microcontrollers. With only a slight modification of the “direct-voltage” and 

“direct-sensor” methods introduced in chapters 3 and 4, we can implement a 

microcontroller-based time-stretcher that will increase the time resolution as 

described in section 5.2.2. The time-stretching method suggested in this thesis is 

illustrated in figure 5.24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.24 A microcontroller-based time-stretcher (Bengtsson, 2012c) 
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The design in figure 5.24 will stretch the incoming pulse as follows: in “idle” 

mode, digital output-pin 4 is set to logic low and I/O-pins 1-3 are all configured as 

inputs, the interrupt pin is enabled for external interrput (on positive edge) and the 

controller is put to sleep (low-power mode). When the rising edge of the incoming 

pulse arrives, the controller wakes up from hibernation and just waits for the negative 

edge of the incoming pulse (by polling I/O-pin 1). During this time the capacitor C is 

charged via resistor R1 to a voltage proportional to the pulse width τ. When the 

negative edge of the incoming pulse is detected, two things happens: I/O-pin 2 is 

reconfigured to output and set low and I/O-pin 4 is set high. The capacitor will start 

discharging through resistor R2 and when the voltage across the capacitor has 

reached the input logic low threshold of I/O-pin 3, VIL, I/O-pin 4 is reset. If the time 

constant R2C >> R1C the width of the pulse on I/O-pin 4 will be a prolonged version 

of the incoming pulse. 

Notice the finesse with the diode; that enables the incoming pulse to charge the 

capacitor and prohibit charge leaking back to the input source during discharging. 

In order to find the time-stretching constant of this design, we need to analyse the 

system in more detail. 

First of all, there will be a voltage drop across the diode (≈ 0.6 if a silicon diode is 

used). We assume that the voltage potential after the diode is U0 volts during 

charging (the input pulse height is U0 + 0.6 volts). During time τ, the capacitor is 

charged to a voltage Uτ: 

( ) ( )CRt
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( ) ( )18.5e1 1
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τ
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−
−⋅=  

It is important that we choose the charging time constant R1C so that Uτ >VIH for 

τmin. To have some safety marginal, we set Uτ >1.1⋅VIH . We must also make sure 

that the capacitor is not saturated for τmax. Our safety marginal here is that we 

demand that for τmax, Uτ < 0.8⋅VDD: 
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The experimental results to be presented later were acquired using a PIC18F4580 

microcontroller from Microchip and the following parameter values were used 

(measured): 

Table 5.1 Measured parameter values in time-stretching design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inserting these measured values into (5.19) gives us 

( )20.552.222.0 1 ττ << CR  

( )21.554.440.0 11 CRCR ⋅<<⋅ τ  

In our design example below, the time constant CR1  was dimensioned in order to 

fit an input time interval range of approximately 10 µs – 100 µs. Inserting the CR1 –

values from table 5.1 into (5.21) gives us: 

66 107.931026.8 −− ⋅<<⋅ τ  

As long as τ is within this interval, the capacitor will be charged to a voltage in 

the “allowed” range 1.1⋅VIH – 0.8⋅VDD. This is our first design rule. 

In stage 2, the capacitor is discharged through R2: 

 

 

 

 Fig 5.25 Discharging 
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Parameter Measured value Uncertainty Comment Method/Equipment 

R1 99.71 Ω 0.029 Ω - Phillips DMM, PM2534 

R2 8.078 kΩ 0.0029 kΩ - Phillips DMM, PM2534 

C 207 nF 2.9 nF  HP4261A LCR 

VIH 1.25384 V 0.000029 V Port RB3 Phillips DMM, PM2534 

VIL 1.23825 V 0.000029 V Port RB3 Phillips DMM, PM2534 

U0 3.16 V 0.029 V - Tektronix, TDS2012B 

VDD 5.05761 V 0.000029 V - Phillips DMM, PM2534 
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Here we need to find the time td it takes to discharge the capacitor to VIL (of I/O-

pin 3): 
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Hence, the time-stretching factor of this design is  
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In figure 5.26 I have plotted the stretch factor versus τ.  

5.5.3 Empiri/Discussion 

As expected the stretch factor is not constant and as illustrated in figure 5.26, the 

theoretical prediction in (5.23) agrees well with experimental data. The reason that 

the experimental data and the theoretical predictions don’t agree exactly, lies in our 

simplyfied model of the system; for example the diode’s capacitance has been 

neglected. Anyway, the deviation from the theoretical model is unimportant; the time 

stretching effect is obvious and since it is non-linear, a LUT table would have to be 

implemented to translate a stretched time interval to input pulse width. For a more 

detailed description, see paper III appended to this thesis (Bengtsson, 2012c). 

 

 Fig 5.26 Stretch factor vs τ (Bengtsson, 2012c) 
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To illustrate the power of the proposed method, let’s look at an example. If our 

PIC controller is clocked by a 20 MHz clock, the internal clock rate is 20/4 = 5 MHz. 

Measuring time with this controller using basic counter technique would yield a 

maximum time resolution of 200 ns; an input pulse with a duration of 80.15 µs will 

generates 400 pulses, and we will be able to determine the input time interval as 

follows: 

seconds micro 0.2  80.0  ns200200400 ±=±⋅=τ  

However, if we stretch it as proposed in figure 5.24, the pulse will be stretched by 

a factor of 23, lasting a total of 1.84345 ms. This will generate 9217 counts. This 

corresponds to a time 

seconds micro 0.2  1843.4  ns2002009217 ±=±⋅=′τ  

and we find the τ-estimate by diving by the stretch factor 23: 

 seconds micro0087.0 80.1478
23

0.2
  

23

1843.4
ˆ ±=±=τ  

Notice also that a count of 9217 corresponds to a 16-bit counter (actually, a 15-bit 

counter would do too); we have demonstrated how to achieve a 10 ns resolution with 

an 8-bit controller working at 5 MHz. All it needs is a 16-bit counter/timer. 

In paper III appended to this thesis, this design has been used to achieve pulse 

stretching factors of the order of 1000-2000 and sub-nano second time resolution. 
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Chapter 6 

Digital lock-in amplifiers 

6.1 Introduction 

Lock-in amplifiers (LIAs) are advanced instruments that are used to attenuate noise 

in single-frequency ac signals. A LIA behaves like an extremely selective ac 

voltmeter, i.e. it has the capability of only measuring the rms of one particular signal 

frequency even in the presence of other larger signals (Bengtsson, 2012a; Scott, 

2002; Skoog and Leary, 1992). It can be modeled as a very narrow band-pass filter 

followed by an rms voltmeter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1  Model of LIA  

 

However, LIAs are capable of extreme selectivity corresponding to filter Q values 

of the order of 10
6
. Such band-pass filters cannot be designed with common filter 

design techniques. An active analog band-pass filter can have a Q value of perhaps 

100 (Scott, 2002) and this is not good enough in LIAs. And even if we could design 

filters with high enough Q values, it still wouldn’t help. A filter Q value of 10
6
 

would require a ppm level stability of the signal frequency. This kind of frequency 

stabilities are rare in real applications and the slightest drift in signal frequency (or 

filter parameters) would make the signal “slip” off the filter’s resonance frequency 

(Bengtsson, 2012a). 

The solution is to somehow “lock” the filter’s resonance frequency to the signal’s 

frequency. Remember we’re looking for a single frequency; we know what frequency 

ω0 

ACV 
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we are looking for. We only want to know its rms value (in the presence of many 

other, larger signals).  

The solution is to take a signal, having exactly the frequency we’re looking for (= 

the reference signal) and multiply it with the measurement signal: 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2  Multiply and filter 

 

If ( ) ∑
=

=
...3,2,1,0

cos
i

ii tAtm ω  and we want to find the rms of, say A0cosω0t only, we 

choose r(t) = B·cosω0t. Since multiplying two cosines produces two new cosines, 

with the sum and difference frequency, respectively, the signal x(t) is 
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since cos0 = 1. Hence, the signal x(t) consists of a DC component proportional to the 

rms value we’re looking for and some ac components. All we need to do to isolate 

the DC component is to low-pass filter x(t). As opposed to high-Q resonance filters, 

narrow-band low-pass filters are easily implemented (Sedra and Smith, 1990); it is 

only a matter of choosing the filter’s time constant and you can do that almost 

arbitrarily. Hence y(t) is really a DC signal equal to A0B/2 that we can measure with 

a DC voltmeter. (Notice also that if we choose the amplitude of the reference signal 

(B) to be 2= , then the DC voltmeter reading will correspond exactly to the rms of 

the signal we’re looking for.) 

Notice how we realize the “high-Q resonance filter + AC voltmeter” combination in 

figure 6.1; we “multiply and low-pass filter”. 

Due to the extreme selectivity potential of LIAs, they are used in any applications 

suffering from poor SNR. The only catch is that you must know what frequency 

you’re looking for. This is typically achieved by actively exciting the sample. In laser 

experiments the laser is typically pulsed and the signal triggering the laser is also the 

reference signal to the LIA. According to Scott (2002), typical applications include 

low-level optical experiments, acoustical and cross-talk measurements, electron 

m(t) 

r(t) 

DCV 
x(t) y(t) 
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spectroscopy, neurological research, feedback control of lasers, complex impedance 

measurements, optical pyrometry, superconducting squid measurements and hot wire 

anemometry. In this thesis we will later design a digital milliohm meter by 

implementing a LIA in an embedded microcontroller design. 

However, even if the LIA model in figure 6.2 looks straightforward, it is much 

more complicated when you look into the details. We will do that in this thesis, but 

before we do that we need to define some new concepts. That includes the concepts 

of phase-locked loops (PLLs), phase sensitive devices (PSDs) and voltage controlled 

oscillators (VCO). 

 

6.2 Theory 

6.2.1 VCO 

A VCO is an oscillator whose frequency can be tuned by an analog voltage. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.3  A voltage controlled oscillator 
 

 

The VCO output depends on the input voltage. If the input voltage is zero, the VCO 

generates an output signal with frequency fc (= the “free-running frequency”). In 

figure 6.3, k0 is the sensitivity of the VCO with unit [Hz/V]. Hence, the frequency of 

the VCO output signal can be greater than or less than fc, depending on the sign of 

uin. 

We also need to know the relationship between phase and frequency. By definition, 

frequency is the rate at which the phase is changed, and hence we can get the phase 

by integrating the frequency: 

( ) ( ) ( )2.61∫= dttfktϕ  

VCOs are sometimes referred to as V/F converters (voltage-to-frequency 

converters) and the output signal isn’t always a square wave as indicated in figure 

6.3; it can be sinusoidal or triangular. 

 

 

uin VCO 

T 

f =         = fc + k0·uin 
T 
1 
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6.2.2 PSD 

A phase sensitive detector (PSD) is a device that produces a signal output 

proportional to the phase difference between two signals, see figure 6.4. In the 

simplest case, you can design a PSD by simply integrating the output signal from an 

XOR gate, see figure 6.5. That will certainly produce an analog voltage proportional 

to the phase difference between the two input signals. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.4  A phase sensitive device 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.5  A simple PSD (Abramovitch, 2002; Roon, 1995) 

 

This would only produce a positive signal and we wouldn’t be able to see the 

difference between positive and negative phase shifts. For analog signals, the circuit 

in figure 6.6 is commonly used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.6  Analog PSD (Stoltenberg and Vilches, 1995) 

 

When the square wave is “on” the switch is in the upper position and when it is 

“off” it is in the lower position (and the signal is phase-shifted 180°). If m(t) and r(t) 

are “in-phase”, this circuit will rectify m(t) (and the RC-filter will smooth it), see 

figure 6.7. 

When the phase difference ϕ = 90°, the signal x(t) in figure 6.6 will be smoothed to 

zero as illustrated in figure 6.8 and when ϕ = 180°, the signals are “out of phase” and 

will be smoothed to −1, see figure 6.9.  

Obviously, the signal u is a function of the phase difference between m(t) and r(t); u 

= f(ϕ). This dependence is illustrated in figure 6.10. Hence, the circuit in figure 6.6 

will produce a zero output when the reference signal is 90° out of phase relative r(t).  

PSD 

ϕ 

u = u(ϕ) 

= 1 

ϕ 

u = u(ϕ) 

u = u(ϕ) 

−1 

m(t) 

r(t) 

x(t) 
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Fig. 6.7  ϕ = 0° 

 

Fig. 6.8  ϕ = 90° 

 

Fig. 6.9  ϕ = 180° (See also Fisher, 2003) 
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Fig. 6.10  The smoothed PSD output versus ϕ  

If we want it to produce a zero output for a phase difference of ϕ = 0°, then we need 

to shift the reference signal by 90°. Electronic circuits that provide tunable phase 

shifts have standard solutions; see for example Horowitz and Hill (1990, pp 77-78). 

The analog PSD in figure 6.6 is easily implemented in hardware with a single OP 

amp and an analog switch (i.e. a semiconductor switch like AD7512DI (Analog, 

2010c)), see figure 6.11. This thesis will later suggest a microcontroller 

implementation of the analog PSD in figure 6.6 that does not require an analog 

switch (Bengtsson, 2012d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.11  Analog PSD (Wolfson, 1991) 

 

We also need to consider what happens when there is a frequency difference ∆f, 

between m(t) and r(t). The answer is that ϕ will not be a constant but will vary 

periodically with period 1/∆f (Stoltenberg and Vilches, 1995). Signals with a 

frequency deviating with ∆f from the frequency of r(t) will appear as ac-fluctuations 

at the output and depending on the size of ∆f and the time constant of the low-pass 

filter, they will be more or less attenuated by the filter. Figure 6.12 illustrates the 

situation when the frequency of m(t) deviates from that of r(t) by 10%. 

It is interesting to see how easily a PSD is implemented in software; during a time 

u = u(ϕ) 

m(t) 

r(t) 

x(t) 

− 

+ 
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corresponding to the period T0 = 1/fr of the reference signal, the measurement signal 

is sampled twice, separated by a time corresponding to π radians. If the frequencies 

of the reference signal and the measurement signal agree, then the two samples will 

have different signs and if we subtract them the signal will be enhanced (Momo et al, 

1981), see figure 6.13.  

The first sample is m(kT0) and the second sample is m((k+1/2)T0) and if we add a 

large number of m(kT0) − m(k+1/2)T0 values, any signal component in m(t) that has a 

frequency not equal to 1/T0 will be averaged out while the signal with frequency 1/T0 

is enhanced. 

 

Fig. 6.12  If frequency of m(t) ≠  the frequency of r(t), then u(t) will fluctuate with frequency ∆f 

 

 
Fig. 6.13  Software PSD; sample at TS = 0.5T0 and subtract pair-wise (Momo et al, 1981) 
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From figure 6.13 we can also see that this simple software algorithm not only 

discriminates any signal with a frequency ≠ 1/T0, the magnitude of m(kT0) 

− m((k+1/2)T0  also depends on the phase difference between m(t) and r(t); it is 

indeed a PSD. 

Notice also that the mixer circuit in figure 6.2 is also a PSD. If there is a phase 

difference between m(t) and r(t), expression (6.1) changes to 
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and y(t) = (A0B·cosϕ)/2, and we obviously have a phase sensitive device. According 

to Scott (2002) though, analog multipliers suffer from gain instability, non-linearity, 

distortion and offset drift and for that reason, real world PSDs are typically 

implemented with some kind of switching circuit, like the one in figure 6.11. 

 

6.2.3 PLL 

The expression (6.1) worked out nicely because the reference signal was a perfect 

cosine. Most of the time it is not perfectly stable. It must be periodic but its shape 

(amplitude, harmonics and phase) may change (with time or from one application to 

another). Whatever it looks like, the reference signal fed into the multiplier must 

always be constant or the output reading cannot be used for absolute measurements. 

Also, if the reference signal is supposed to drive an analog semiconductor switch, 

like in figure 6.11, it has to be a “solid reliable” digital signal. 

This problem is solved by first feeding the raw reference signal into a phase-locked 

loop (PLL). In principle, a PLL produces a constant-shaped signal with the same 

period as the input signal, independent of the input signal’s shape (exactly what 

we’re looking for!). As a matter of fact, most PLLs produce a constant-shaped square 

wave signal with a period equal to the input signal; if the input signal’s period 

changes, so does the square wave’s period. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.14  A PLL will produce a “clean” replica of the input signal 

 

A phase-locked loop is easily designed once you understand the operating 

ri(t) 
PLL 

ro(t) 
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principles of VCOs and PSDs. The basic PLL principle is illustrated in figure 6.15. 

In figure 6.15 the PSD has its own low-pass filter (see figure 6.6 and 6.11) and the 

“extra” low-pass filter in figure 6.15 is optional (but will improve the settling time 

(Scott, 2002)) and the (DC) amplifier may or may not be necessary depending on the 

inherent amplification of the PSD. In the PLL circuit in figure 6.15, the VCO will 

lock at a frequency equal to that of the input signal frequency.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.15  The PLL principle (Roon, 1991) 

 

If there is a difference in phase between signals ri(t) and ro(t) (= ϕi – ϕo), a control 

signal ≠ 0 is generated to the VCO and this will either speed up or slow down ro(t) 

until the phases are aligned. Notice also that for the phases to agree, the frequencies 

must agree and hence not only the signal phases are locked; the frequency of ro(t) is 

locked to the frequency of ri(t) (Rota, 2005). 

We conclude by mentioning that in many applications a ÷N (“divide-by-N”) circuit 

is inserted in the feedback path. This will force the VCO to generate a signal with a 

frequency N times that of ri(t). This is typically used in frequency synthesizers 

(Roon, 1991).  

The PLL circuit was first suggested by a French scientist in 1932 (Bellescise, 1932) 

and is now used in a wide range of applications like AM and FM demodulators, FSK 

decoders, motor speed control, robotics, radio transmitters and receivers etc (Roon, 

1991). Cell phones and satellite TVs would not exist without them (Roon, 1991). In 

this thesis we will apply them to signal recovery in measurement systems only. 

 

6.2.4 Hardware 

We can now expand our lock-in amplifier in figure 6.2 to include some more 

details, see figure 6.16 (mostly from Scott (2002)). Notice in figure 6.16 how the 

external oscillator signal excites the experiment and at the same time is used as the 

reference signal. In order to get a stable, constant reference signal to the lock-in 

phase detector, the external oscillator is injected into a phase-locked loop circuit. The 

PLL output signal can be phase-shifted arbitrarily in order to match the phase of the 

experiment signal. Notice also that the experiment signal is pre-amplified and “pre-

filtered” before it reaches the phase detector. 
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Fig. 6.16 Single-Phase LIA (Scott, 2002) 

 

From expression (6.3) we know that the output from the first low-pass filter is 

(A0B·cosϕ)/2 or ϕcos0A  if 2=B . Even with the tunable phase-shifter in figure 6.16, 

it can be difficult to the find the optimal setting of the reference signal’s phase shift 

and advanced LIAs solve this by implementing a second PSD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.17 Dual-Phase LIA (Stanford, 2001) 

 

In a LIA with dual phase detectors the problem of aligning the reference signal’s 

phase with the experiment signal’s phase is eliminated. The first PSD produces a 

signal X proportional to the part of the experiment signal that is “in-phase” with the 

reference signal (I = ϕcos0A ). In the second PSD the reference signal is first phase 

shifted 90° (= a Quarter of a period) and the second PSD now produces a signal 

proportional to the part of the experiment signal being 90° out of phase (= the “Q-

part”: Q = ϕsin0A ). The square root of the sum of the square of these two signals 

will eliminate the output signal’s dependence on the phase difference between the 

experiment signal and the reference signal.  

Notice also that by taking the inverse tangent of Q/I, we can actually measure the 

phase difference. For this reason, LIAs with dual phase detectors are sometimes 

referred to as “vector voltmeters” since they can indeed measure both the magnitude 
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and the phase shift of an ac signal (Scott, 2002). 

Li et al (2011) presented in 2011 a firmware algorithm based on figure 6.13, that 

could also recover both the in-phase and the quadrature signals; by sampling twice as 

fast as indicated in figure 6.13 (samples π/2 apart), they showed that the I-part 

corresponds to (x(1)−x(3))/4 and the quadrature part corresponds to (x(0)−x(2))/4. 

6.3 Method and Material 

I will here demonstrate the use of digital LIAs by designing a digital submilliohm 

meter with phase lock-in detection. 

6.3.1 Firmware 

Firmware implementations of LIAs are based on the software PSD described in 

section 6.2.2 and figure 6.13. Implementations of firmware LIAs based on this 

principle has been reported by Dorrington and Künnemeyer (2002) and Momo et al 

(1981) for example. Wang (1990) demonstrated the power of an improved software 

PSD technique; instead of taking just two samples separated by π radians as 

indicated in figure 6.13, Wang sampled continuously. If the reference signal was 

positive (or “high”) all samples were added to a software variable and if the 

reference signal was negative (or “low”) all samples were subtracted from the 

software variable. The LIA output was the value of the software variable divided by 

the number of samples during one reference signal period. This efficiently amplifies 

only signals with the right phase and frequency. Yiding et al (2007) even claimed 

that the firmware LIA method would produce less error than the analog mixing LIA. 

 

6.3.2 Simulating a binary switch 

In order to use the firmware algorithm suggested in figure 6.13, we need to excite 

the experiment in such a way that it produces a bipolar signal. By sampling twice and 

subtracting the samples, any noise not having a frequency that equals the exciting 

frequency, will be cancelled by the subtraction. 

Figure 6.18 suggests how we can create a bipolar alternating current using a 

microcontroller by taking advantage of the fact that digital output pins can both 

source and sink current. 

Notice that I once more take advantage of the fact that the digital I/O-pins are 

reconfigurable; we configure both as outputs but alternate their output levels to high 

and low in order to excite the experiment with an alternating bipolar current. 
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Fig. 6.18a I/O1 is OUT-HIGH,   Fig. 6.18b I/O1 is OUT-LOW,  

I/O2 is OUT-LOW   I/O2 is OUT-HIGH 

 

6.3.3 Digital milliohm meter 

Resistance is typically measured by taking advantage of Ohm’s law; a known 

current is injected into the resistor and the voltage drop across the resistor is 

measured with a voltmeter. In order to measure resistances in the milliohm range, 

special care must be taken to avoid fundamental errors. If the distance between the 

resistor and the instrument is “large” (indicating long wires), the 4-wire method must 

be used in order to eliminate the wiring resistance (Bengtsson, 2012a). In embedded 

measurement systems, this is typically not a problem since the resistor (i.e. the 

resistive sensor) and the controller are typically on the same pcb, close to each other 

and connected with wide copper wires. 

A bigger problem is that when measuring very small resistances the voltage drop 

across the resistor will be very small. A 10 mA current will cause a 100 µV drop 

across a 10 mΩ resistor. We could increase the current but some samples may not 

allow the increased heat loss due to the increased current and in many applications 

we are simply forced to deal with very low signal levels (Feng et al, 1999; Wong, 

2011). Signals in the sub-millivolt range are also of the same size as typical noise 

sources such as Johnson noise and 1/f-noise (Stanford, 2006). We could (and will) 

amplify the signal, but a general non-selective amplifier will amplify the noise as 

well as the signal. In order to separate the resistance signal from the noise we need to 

measure the resistance signal with phase lock-in technique. This thesis now suggests 

the embedded measurement system in figure 6.19 for the measurement of sub-

milliohm resistances.  

Rx is the unknown resistance (of the order of milliohm). I/O-pins 1 and 2 are 

configured as outputs and will excite the sample resistance as described in section 

6.3.2, see figure 6.18. The R0-resistors are of the order of 100-200 ohms and are 

necessary in order to limit the current required to excite the experiment; the 

maximum current that can be sourced by a typical microcontroller I/O-pin is 

I/O 1 

I/O 2 

I/O 1 

I/O 2 

Phase 1: Phase 2: 

Experiment Experiment 
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typically of the order of 10 mA. A high-gain instrument amplifier is used to amplify 

the mV-signal across the milliohm resistor Rx. The amplifier output is a bipolar 

signal and R1, R2 and R3 is a bipolar-to-unipolar converter (Greggio, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.19 A digital LIA for submilliohm measurement (Bengtsson, 2012d) 

 

During phase 1 I/O-pin 1 sources the exciting current and I/O-pin 2 sinks it. The 

microcontroller samples the ADC input. During phase 2, the exciting current is 

reversed and sample number two is acquired. These samples are subtracted in order 

to discriminate out of phase-signals and by averaging a large number of these 

subtracted samples, any signal that doesn’t have a frequency that agrees with the 

exciting reference signal’s frequency will be discriminated. The rate at which the 

switching of the I/O-pins logic levels occurs corresponds to the lock-in frequency.  

 

6.4 Empiri 

Figure 6.20 illustrates the results of one such implementation in a PIC18F4580 

microcontroller.  

The system was calibrated by using a copper wire with different lengths (diameter 

0.598 mm). The instrumentation amplifier used was an INA128 (Burr-Brown, 1995) 

configured for maximum amplification (×10.000). In figure 6.20, “counts” refers to 

the ADC produced integer (10-bits).  

6.5 Discussion 

Notice the resolution indicated in figure 6.20; 17.98 counts/mΩ translates to 55.6 

µΩ/count. (This was actually even better than the theoretically predicted resolution 

of 72 µΩ/count and the reason for the deviation was that the amplification of the 

instrumentation amplifier was unsymmetrical; it was 20-30% larger for the negative 

samples than for the positive samples. (See paper IV appended to this thesis for a 

detailed description of this design and a detailed analysis of the system and the 

calibration data, (Bengtsson, 2012d).) 
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Fig. 6.20 Milliohm meter with digital lock-in; calibration data (Bengtsson, 2012d) 

 

 

When measuring resistances of the order of milliohm, not only must you be careful 

to eliminate the wiring resistance, you must also make sure to control the contact 

resistances. There is always a contact resistance between two “not perfectly smooth” 

surfaces (Kister, 1998) which may very well be as high as 1 Ω. Oxide coatings of 

contact surfaces may also cause contact resistance (Timsit, 2012). All these problems 

are eliminated if a high-impedance instrumentation amplifier is used; the circuit in 

figure 6.19 is a 4-terminal Kelvin probe (Wolf and Smith, 2004). Another problem 

that must be considered in microohm/microvolt measurements is the interference of 

thermo emfs in connections between different wire materials; this effect is eliminated 

here due to the fact that we subtract samples which cancel any thermo emfs. 

 

 

6.6 Conclusions 

This work has demonstrated how sub-milliohm measurements can be performed 

with a simple 8-bit microcontroller and a PSD firmware algorithm. The resolution is 

of the same order as a commercial desktop LIA (Stanford, 2001) would produce and 

with only minor changes to the firmware algorithm, both the I- and the Q-part can be 

detected (Li et al, 2011) which would make the design useful also for complex 

impedance measurements (or for the general case where the detection electronics 

introduce a phase shift). 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

 

The subject of “embedded measurement systems” is an interdisciplinary mixture 

of physics, electrical measurement technique and microcomputer technology. This 

work has focused on microcontroller design of electronic measurement systems and 

focus has been on designing cost-efficient solutions. That indicates using general-

purpose, inexpensive, 8-bit microcontrollers and to provide solutions that can be 

implemented also in inherently digital targets with no, or a minimum of, on-chip 

integrated analog blocks of circuitry. For most of the designs presented in this thesis, 

a “direct” sensor/signal approach has been used to solve the measurement problem. 

This technique typically only requires a few bidirectional I/O-pins on the controller 

and a few passive components (like some resistors or a capacitor). That approach 

makes the measurement system solutions very cost-efficient. Most of the work in this 

thesis has been focused on microcontrollers, but the inherent digital nature of the 

proposed ideas, makes them suitable also for FPGAs/CPLDs. 

This work has defined the concept of an embedded measurement system as a 

system confined to one embedded controller or one single pcb that is dedicated to 

measure one or just a few physical quantities. The concept of an embedded 

measurement system is a merging of embedded systems and measurement systems 

and the main purpose is to demonstrate that expensive and power-consuming desktop 

instruments can often be replaced with an inexpensive, low-power embedded 

measurement system. This has been demonstrated repeatedly in this work. 
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Appendix A 

Summary of appended papers 

 

PAPER I: Sens. Actuators A: Phys (2012), doi: 10.1016/j.sna.2012.02.048. This 

paper describes how analog voltage signals can be interfaced directly to an 

inherently digital controller using a few passive components only. It is based 

on the “direct sensor-to-controller” technique introduced by Cox (1997), 

Richey (1997), Baker (1999) and Bierl (1996) in the mid 90
th

. A capacitor is 

charged to the input analog voltage level and if that exceeds the input logic 

high threshold of an I/O-pin, the capacitor is discharged and the discharging 

time is proportional to the analog voltage. If the input voltage cannot charge 

the capacitor to the input logic high threshold of an I/O-pin, the capacitor is 

instead charged to that level. The charging time depends on the difference 

between the capacitor’s voltage level and the input logic high threshold. So, 

whether or not the input voltage reaches the input logic high threshold of the 

digital I/O-pin, the input voltage level can be determined from either the 

charging or the discharging times. The proposed design take advantage of the 

fact that digital I/O-pins on most embedded systems are bidirectional and can 

be either high-impedance (input) or low-impedance (output) high/low.  

 

 

PAPER II: Rev. Sci. Instrum., 83, 045107 (2012), doi: 10.1063/1.3700192. This 

work describes how a high-resolution TDC based on time-stretching can be 

implemented in a microcontroller design. Again, I take advantage of the 

bidirectional property of digital I/O-pins to design a time-stretcher; the length 

of the input pulse is stretched by collecting the pulse charge on a capacitor and 

then discharges it slowly through a high-resistance resistor. A diode make sure 
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that the discharging current is directed through the resistor only (and not back 

through the original pulse source). Time stretching factors of 1000-2000 is 

demonstrated and pulse width measurements with sub-nano resolution are 

reported. 

 

 

PAPER III: Rev. Sci. Instrum., 83, 075103 (2012), doi: 10.1063/1.4731683. In this 

paper a digital lock-in amplifier is implemented in a microcontroller and 

applied to resistance measurements of the order or micro-ohms. The resistance 

under test is connected to two digital output pins of the controller and by 

alternating their outputs high and low, the current direction through the resistor 

is alternating. The rate at which the current is alternating corresponds to the 

lock-in amplifier’s reference signal. The lock-in detection is implemented in 

firmware by a sampling technique suggested by Momo et al in 1981; I take two 

samples separated by a time corresponding to a phase angle π. By subtracting 

these samples and accumulating a lot of pair-wise subtracted samples, any 

signal with a frequency not equal to the reference frequency is efficiently 

cancelled. A copper wire with a 0.6 mm diameter was used to calibrate the 

system and changes in the length of the wire of single millimeters were 

detectable; a resistance resolution of 56 µΩ/count was reported. 
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